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Porter & Co. Investment Chronicles
 
Welcome to Porter & Co. Investment Chronicles, our guide to the most important 
and interesting stories from the worlds of investing, finance, and economics 
that’s available exclusively to Partners and Big Secret Elite members.

Each month, my team and I share the most valuable insights we come across 
from the hundreds of sources we regularly read and review – hedge fund 
letters, annual reports, SEC filings, investment newsletters, newspapers, Twitter 
threads, conferences, podcasts, and more – and digest them into one carefully 
curated, easy-to-read resource.

With the Investment Chronicles, you’ll have your finger on the pulse of the 
markets without having to spend hours scouring the internet each day.

You can navigate through each issue using the hyperlinked Table of Contents 
below. All content also includes links back to the original source when possible, 
so you can easily click through for more details, to see a larger version of a chart 
or image, or to learn more about accessing paid content.

We hope you’ll come to think of our Investment Chronicles as being a highlight 
of your subscription with Porter & Co. We think it is the most comprehensive 
expression of our goal as a business: to give you the information we’d most want 
if our roles were reversed.

Porter Stansberry 
Stevenson, MD 
August 2023 
 
Note: All quotes, transcripts, and excerpts are reproduced exactly as they appear in the original.
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The Five
The Most Important Charts We’re Watching This Month

The big story this month was the rise in longer-term Treasury yields (interest rates) 
following Fitch Ratings’ downgrade of the U.S. credit rating. The yield on 10-Year Treasury 
Notes – in both nominal and “real” (accounting for inflation) terms – hasn’t been this high 
since the Great Financial Crisis (from Charlie Bilello via Twitter)...

https://twitter.com/charliebilello/status/1692525879279198419
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The sharp rise in yields has created a great deal of uncertainty among market participants. 
On the one hand, asset managers are holding one of their largest net long positions in 10-
Year Treasury futures in history (from Bloomberg)...

These folks have tended to be correctly positioned in bonds over the past several 
years, and were holding a large net long position ahead of the last big rally in bond 
prices (decline in yields) in 2018. (Though it is worth noting that they were holding a 
large net short position prior to the big bond rally in 2007, and have been “long and 
wrong” bonds for much of the past year as yields have trended higher.)

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2023-08-18/higher-yields-meet-the-new-bonds-same-as-the-old-bonds
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Meanwhile, hedge funds and speculators – who tend to be wrong at extremes – currently 
hold record net short positions in Treasury futures (from Deutsche Bank Research via The 
Daily Shot)...

Considered in isolation, these positioning extremes would suggest a rally in 
longer-term Treasuries is likely in the months ahead.

https://thedailyshot.com/2023/08/29/millennials-increasingly-struggle-with-debt-just-as-student-loan-payments-resume/#Rates
https://thedailyshot.com/2023/08/29/millennials-increasingly-struggle-with-debt-just-as-student-loan-payments-resume/#Rates
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However, bond term premia – a measure of the extra yield investors require to 
compensate them for the risk of holding longer-term bonds – also appear to be breaking 
out of a multi-year downtrend (from CrossBorder Capital via Twitter)...

https://twitter.com/crossbordercap/status/1688885644179759104
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And a continued rise in term premia could easily push long-term Treasury yields 
significantly higher, even if the Fed stops hiking and real yields begin to fall (from Jurrien 
Timmer via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/timmerfidelity/status/1695082602515070994
https://twitter.com/timmerfidelity/status/1695082602515070994
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Economics and Markets

Traders were “all in” on the market boom at the end of last month (from Bloomberg via 
Yahoo Finance on July 28)...

Industrial shares are on a tear, junk-bond spreads are narrowing, quants 
are ramping up Treasury shorts and everyone is piling into stocks.

What once was a posture of skepticism among investors has morphed into something 
approaching euphoria. Cash and hedges are out, replaced by demand for everything 
from small caps to meme stocks. Fueling the surge is data showing the US economy 
is thriving amid mounting evidence the Federal Reserve is beating inflation.

All the optimism has sent the S&P 500 to the brink of its sixth advance in 
seven months and pushed prices in the Nasdaq 100 to almost 35 times profit. 
It’s manna for bulls — even as it leaves them with precious little wiggle room 
should anything in the economy or monetary policy not unfold as hoped.

“It’s dangerous and consensus, but it’s late July, so who feels like fighting it?” 
said Peter Tchir, head of macro strategy at Academy Securities. “We are now 
at stage where people feel obligated to fully commit capital. Hawkish Fed not 
an excuse right now, and claiming recession is hard to justify as well.”

Economic data keeps defying bearish predictions — everything from gross domestic 
product to consumer confidence and hiring has beaten forecasts. Reports Friday showed 
the employment cost index had its slowest advance since 2021 in the second quarter, while 
the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge posted the smallest increase in more than two years.

Good news on the economy is sucking more and more investors into risky assets. A 
steady expansion in speculative spirits has pushed equity positioning to the highest level 
since January 2022. Investors have a clear overweight exposure to stocks after long 
refusing to budge off their underweight positioning, according to Deutsche Bank AG.

At the same time, a wide array of hedging metrics is showing low demand for 
downside protection. Put premiums for both Invesco QQQ Trust Series 1 (QQQ) 
and the SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY) are hovering around the lowest levels in 
at least a decade, according to RBC Capital Markets. Additionally, investors are 
buying more calls to chase the rally while spending less to protect their gains.

“The market is just not ready to let go of the positive narrative. Hedging is 
outrageously cheap,” said Amy Wu Silverman, head of derivatives strategy at 
RBC Capital Markets. “There’s more driving of demand of calls from folks who 
are underperforming than those who have done well and need to hedge.”

While bullish bets are paying off now, all the optimism strikes some as worrisome given the 
litany of hazards that still face investors. Markets showed their skittishness in Thursday’s 
session when the prospect of a mild policy tightening in Japan knocked the S&P 500 
down more than 1% intraday, though the drop was rolled back in the next session.

Count Brent Schutte, chief investment officer at Northwestern Mutual Wealth 
Management, among those who say the euphoria has been taken too far. He recently 
revised equity positioning from overweight to neutral while moving to overweight 
bonds, and says a recession is still well within the realm of the possible.

Continue reading here.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/traders-risking-bets-market-boom-200156657.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/traders-risking-bets-market-boom-200156657.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/traders-risking-bets-market-boom-200156657.html
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What to make of last month’s “landmark shift” by Japan’s central bank (from the Financial 
Times on July 31)...

Japanese government bond yields jumped on Monday as global debt, currency and equity 
markets began to absorb a landmark shift by the Bank of Japan to allow yields to rise more freely.

Analysts said BoJ governor Kazuo Ueda’s decision to loosen the central bank’s grip on long-
term bond yields marked a significant step towards unwinding decades of ultra-accommodative 
monetary policy. The benchmark yield on 10-year JGBs rose to a nine-year high on Monday.

The shock decision, which the BoJ denied represented a policy change, was tantamount 
to calling time on a controversial, seven-year monetary experiment known as yield curve 
control that set Japan’s central bank far apart from global peers, analysts said.

Ueda’s move, which initially stirred investor confusion and was described as 
“opaque”, in effect widened the band within which 10-year JGB yields would 
be allowed to move to 1 per cent from 0.5 per cent. The bank added that it 
would officially retain its 0.5 per cent cap on yields as a “reference”.

“This is ‘de facto’ abolishment of yield curve control, at least for the time being,” UBS chief 
Japan economist Masamichi Adachi wrote in a report. “No introduction of the policy rate 
guidance suggests that the bank left open the near-term policy rate hike optionality.”

The decision opened the way for a potential shift in Japan’s status and fundamental 
changes in global investment flows. The practical end of yield curve controls marked 
what investors said was a definitive step towards policy normalisation after decades 
of deflation and economic stagnation and seven years of negative interest rates.

https://www.ft.com/content/40d9ea33-fb26-4fc1-96de-716d8de03773
https://www.ft.com/content/40d9ea33-fb26-4fc1-96de-716d8de03773
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“What is clear to us is that with this change today there will be a repatriation of money from 
abroad into Japan, which will affect equities as well,” said Luca Paolini, chief strategist at 
Pictet. “Japan is ending deflation so Japan becomes a more normal place to invest.”

But veteran BoJ-watchers warned against concluding that the central bank was on the 
brink of tightening. The relaxation of the yield band was intended to signal concern to 
markets about the rising risk of inflation and the long-term distortion of bond markets.

The BoJ added on Friday that its overnight interest rate would remain minus 
0.1 percent — Japan is the only country in the world to maintain negative rates 
— while calling for more time to settle at its 2 per cent inflation target.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

The Federal Reserve’s Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey (SLOOS) showed banks 
tightened lending standards on commercial and industrial loans again last month (from 
Lyn Alden via Twitter on July 31)...

https://www.ft.com/content/40d9ea33-fb26-4fc1-96de-716d8de03773
https://twitter.com/LynAldenContact/status/1686112295703785472
https://twitter.com/LynAldenContact/status/1686112295703785472
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U.S. state and local income taxes are crashing this year (from Otavio Costa via Twitter on 
August 1)...

https://twitter.com/tavicosta/status/1686587577510547457
https://twitter.com/tavicosta/status/1686587577510547457
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History says the odds of success are not in favor of Nvidia investors today (from Jeremy 
Schwartz via Twitter on August 3)...

https://twitter.com/JeremyDSchwartz/status/1687055329089949696
https://twitter.com/JeremyDSchwartz/status/1687055329089949696
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The recent decline in commercial bank lending is an ominous sign for the broad stock 
market (from Barchart via Twitter on August 7)...

https://twitter.com/Barchart/status/1688495675456053248
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The U.S. government is borrowing like never before in history outside of wartime (from 
The Wall Street Journal on August 8)...

Congratulations, of a perverse sort, to President Biden and his Congressional 
comrades. The latest budget figures show that they are breaking peacetime, non-
crisis records for spending and deficits. And there’s no respite in sight.

The Beltway brethren racked up a deficit of $1.62 trillion for the first 10 months of the 
fiscal year, according to the Congressional Budget Office’s monthly review for July. That’s 
up from $726 billion a year earlier. If not for shifts in the dates of some payments, CBO 
says the deficit would have been even higher at $1.7 trillion, or a 131% increase.

What’s astounding is that this Beltway blowout is happening when the economy is growing, the 
Covid crisis is past, and there are no domestic emergencies to address. This is when deficits are 
supposed to decline, as they did during the economic expansions of the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s. 
Deficits also fell under President Obama after Republicans regained control of the House in 2010.

CBO lays out the gory details. Revenues have fallen about 10%, despite the Democrats’ 
increase in corporate taxes. Individual income-tax revenue is down 20%, or about $442 
billion, and CBO speculates one reason is smaller capital-gains realizations. Soaking 
the rich doesn’t work when the rich aren’t making money in the financial markets.

Outlays are up 11% so far this year, or $473 billion, and they would have been 
higher at $536 billion without the shifts in payment timing. Spending lowlights 
include $71 billion more for Mr. Biden’s latest student loan non-repayment plan; $111 
billion more for Social Security, largely for cost-of-living adjustments for inflation; 
and $104 billion for Medicare from higher payments rates and more care.

Taxpayers also doled out $52 billion for the spring bailouts of Silicon Valley Bank and others. 
CBO says Treasury will get much of that back from asset liquidations and higher premiums 
for deposit insurance. But the failures wouldn’t have cost so much if Biden regulators 
hadn’t been so choosy about which institutions they let bid on the failing banks.

The biggest increase in outlays so far this year has been net interest on the soaring 
federal debt: a rise of $146 billion to $572 billion, or 34%. That interest total is 
nearly double all corporate tax revenue so far this year of $319 billion.

Interest on the debt this fiscal year has climbed to 15.5% of all federal revenue, and most of the 
10 months through July were well before interest rates hit their current levels. Interest payments 
will keep soaring as Treasury is scheduled to issue $1 trillion in new debt at higher rates in the 
current fiscal quarter. Much more debt will be needed to finance the Biden spending binge 
that has only begun for the Inflation Reduction Act, the Chips Act and the infrastructure bill.

This is a dreadful fiscal show by any measure, or any country for that 
matter. The next time the U.S. Treasury lectures the Greeks or Italians about 
their fiscal woes, the southern Europeans should laugh out loud.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-stages-a-peacetime-fiscal-blowout-3ba548d
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-stages-a-peacetime-fiscal-blowout-3ba548d
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-stages-a-peacetime-fiscal-blowout-3ba548d
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Moody’s Investors Service cut ratings on 10 small and midsize banks and warned it could 
downgrade larger banks as well (from Bloomberg on August 8)...

US bank stocks declined after Moody’s Investors Service lowered its ratings for 10 small 
and midsize lenders and said it may downgrade major firms including U.S. Bancorp, 
Bank of New York Mellon Corp., State Street Corp., and Truist Financial Corp.

Higher funding costs, potential regulatory capital weaknesses and rising risks tied to 
commercial real estate are among strains prompting the review, Moody’s said late Monday.

“Collectively, these three developments have lowered the credit profile of a number 
of US banks, though not all banks equally,” the rating company said.

Shares declined for firms that had their ratings cut, including M&T Bank Corp., down 4.6%, 
and Webster Financial Corp., which lost 3.4%. Moody’s also adopted a “negative” outlook 
for 11 lenders, including PNC Financial Services Group, Capital One Financial Corp. and 
Citizens Financial Group Inc. Among those, PNC was down 4.6% and Capital One lost 3%.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-08/moody-s-has-more-gloomy-view-on-us-banks-amid-several-strains
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-08/moody-s-has-more-gloomy-view-on-us-banks-amid-several-strains
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Expect to hear more about “fiscal dominance” in the months (and years) ahead – it all but 
guarantees the Federal Reserve will ultimately have to resume quantitative easing (QE) to 
fund the government’s soaring deficits (from Egon von Greyerz via Twitter on August 9)...

You can also read the St. Louis Fed’s white paper here.

The “short-volatility trade” has become wildly popular again (from Bloomberg on August 
11)...

All of a sudden, the short-volatility trade is back on Wall Street as billions 
of dollars pour into options-selling ETFs like never before.

With this year’s stock rally defying recession warnings and aggressive Federal 
Reserve tightening, investors have been paying up for defensive strategies 
that offer income along the way. That’s endowed an exotic corner of the 
exchange-traded fund universe with a record $57 billion of assets.

Among the most popular: Investing styles that go long equities while selling derivatives 
— wagers that will outperform if the S&P 500 Index trades sideways or simply falls. In 
so doing, investors are essentially betting against swings in share prices, with demand 
so hot that funds like JPMorgan Equity Premium Income ETF (ticker JEPI) and Global X 
Nasdaq 100 Covered Call ETF (QYLD) keep drawing in money despite subpar returns.

https://twitter.com/GoldSwitzerland/status/1689208700651589632
https://files.stlouisfed.org/files/htdocs/publications/review/2023/06/02/fiscal-dominance-and-the-return-of-zero-interest-bank-reserve-requirements.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-11/the-short-volatility-trade-is-back-with-etfs-sucking-in-billions
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-11/the-short-volatility-trade-is-back-with-etfs-sucking-in-billions
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That crowded derivatives activity is one reason why the Cboe Volatility Index has 
stayed curiously low this year. Yet to equity veterans, this flurry of options selling 
raises flashbacks of past market incidents when wrong-footed wagers on equity calm 
fueled a rout, by forcing Wall Street dealers to suddenly shift their positions.

Morgan Stanley estimates that the wave of options selling, by one measure at least, broke 
records in April and again in June. There’s no obvious “Volmageddon” redux risk in sight, and 
proponents argue these funds help provide liquidity. Still to some institutional pros, the current 
boom spotlights the hidden dangers of the volatility ecosystem for the broader marketplace.

“If you are short volatility and it spikes rapidly, your unwinds could contribute to a 
short squeeze of sorts,” said David Reidy, founder of First Growth Capital LLC, a 
wealth management firm. “We saw this happen and its impacts on market structure 
in February 2018. The short-vol covering happened in March 2020 as well.”

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-11/the-short-volatility-trade-is-back-with-etfs-sucking-in-billions
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History suggests a recession is extremely likely, but could still be a quarter or two away 
(from Eric Basmajian via Twitter on August 14)...

https://twitter.com/epbresearch/status/1691101648410574850
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SEC filings show Michael Burry – the hedge fund manager of “Big Short” fame – made a 
big bearish bet on stocks in the second quarter (from Unusual Whales on August 14)...

Michael Burry has just updated his portfolio, up to June 30.

Nearly 51.05% of it is in S&P500, $SPY, puts and 42.54% in $QQQ puts (in notional 
value in his portfolio, they are worth much less of his total portfolio).

He has about $1.6 billion in puts notionally (not their absolute value).

He liquidated his WFC, BABA, and more.

See full details:

For a great breakdown, check: https://twitter.com/stockgeekTV/
status/1691128622227116042

https://unusualwhales.com/news/michael-burry-updated-portfolio
https://twitter.com/stockgeekTV/status/1691128622227116042
https://twitter.com/stockgeekTV/status/1691128622227116042
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S&P Global Ratings downgrades five U.S. regional banks (from MarketWatch on August 
22)...

S&P Global Ratings downgraded the ratings of five regional banks late Monday 
by a single notch, after a review that focused on risks relating to funding, liquidity 
and asset quality with an emphasis on office commercial real estate.

The rating agency cut its rating on Associated Banc Corp, Comerica, KeyCorp, UMB 
Financial Corp, and Valley National Bancorp, and said the outlook on all five is stable.

S&P also affirmed ratings on River City Bank and S&T Bank and revised the outlook to negative.

The agency affirmed ratings on Zions Bancorp and maintained a negative outlook. And it 
affirmed ratings and a stable outlook on Synovus Financial Corp and Truist Financial Corp.

“We reviewed these 10 banks because we identified them as having potential risks in multiple 
areas that could make them less resilient than similarly rated peers ,” S&P said in a statement. 
“For instance, some that have seen greater deterioration in funding–as indicated by sharply higher 
costs or substantial dependence on wholesale funding and brokered deposits–may also have 
below-peer profitability, high unrealized losses on their assets, or meaningful exposure to CRE.”

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-global-ratings-downgrades-five-u-s-regional-banks-after-review-of-risk-733ea5af
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-global-ratings-downgrades-five-u-s-regional-banks-after-review-of-risk-733ea5af
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/s-p-global-ratings-downgrades-five-u-s-regional-banks-after-review-of-risk-733ea5af
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Nvidia shareholders would be wise to remember the fate of Cisco Systems following the 
dotcom boom (from stockgeek via Twitter on August 23)...

https://twitter.com/stockgeekTV/status/1694459398934905113
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“Seasonality” suggests the broad market is likely to face headwinds over the next few 
months (from Truist Advisory Services via The Daily Shot on August 23)...

https://thedailyshot.com/2023/08/23/businesses-are-reporting-a-rebound-in-inflation/#Equities
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U.S. manufacturing continues to weaken (from Eric Wallerstein via Twitter on August 24)...

https://twitter.com/ericwallerstein/status/1694692594129735777
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Why earnings are unlikely to be a continued tailwind for the broad market going forward 
(from Jurrien Timmer via Twitter on August 24)...

https://twitter.com/TimmerFidelity/status/1694708135162696184
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The “BRICS” nations – Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa – are seeking to 
expand their global influence (from Bloomberg on August 24)...

Major emerging market nations invited top oil exporter Saudi Arabia, Iran, Egypt, Argentina, 
Ethiopia and the United Arab Emirates to join their bloc in a push to expand its global influence.

Leaders from Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa agreed to enlarge their 
BRICS group from Jan. 1 at a summit held in Johannesburg, South African President 
Cyril Ramaphosa said Thursday. It will be the first expansion since 2010.

The inclusion of Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, alongside Russia, 
Iran, the UAE and Brazil, brings together several of the largest energy producers 
with the developing world’s biggest consumers, giving the bloc outsized economic 
clout. With most of the world’s energy trade taking place in dollars, the expansion 
could also enhance its ability to push more trade to alternative currencies.

“We have consensus on the first phase of this expansion process and other phases will 
follow,” Ramaphosa said at a joint briefing with the group’s other leaders. Agreement 
had also been reached on the need to overhaul the global financial architecture and key 
institutions to make the world more equitable, inclusive and representative, he said.

An expanded BRICS would also mean more say for the alliance in world affairs and may 
lead to a different type of global economy, according to Bloomberg Economics. That’s 
because in comparison to the Group of Seven, the BRICS are less market-oriented.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-24/brics-asks-saudi-iran-4-other-nations-to-join-bloc-to-add-heft
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-24/brics-asks-saudi-iran-4-other-nations-to-join-bloc-to-add-heft
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Banks continue to borrow heavily from the Federal Reserve’s emergency “Bank Term 
Funding Program” (from Joe Consorti via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/joeconsorti/status/1695037241238696181
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Equities are now more expensive than cash for the first time in more than two decades 
(from Menthor Q via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/MenthorQpro/status/1695049004172681719
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The vast majority of global fund managers now believe the economy will avoid a recession 
(from Bob Elliott via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/bobeunlimited/status/1695062218335756348
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The Legends Speak
Wisdom and Insight from the World’s Greatest Investors

This classic quote from Berkshire Hathaway Chairman and CEO Warren Buffett reminds us 
that even the best companies aren’t always a good investment (from Investment Wisdom 
on July 26)...

https://twitter.com/investingcanons/status/1684172288134881285
https://twitter.com/investingcanons/status/1684172288134881285
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In his 1977 Shareholder Letter, Buffett shared his four “filters” for finding great 
investments (from The Investing for Beginners Podcast via Twitter on August 13)...

https://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/1977.html
https://twitter.com/ifb_podcast/status/1690756215385595906
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Here are the top book recommendations from Berkshire Vice Chairman Charlie Munger 
(from Compounding Quality via Twitter on August 14)...

https://twitter.com/qcompounding/status/1691065491346137088
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Investment wisdom from Philip Carret, one of Buffett’s personal heroes (from Daniel via 
Twitter on August 17)...

https://twitter.com/mnkedaniel/status/1692115418578669944
https://twitter.com/mnkedaniel/status/1692115418578669944
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In 2006, value investor Bruce Greenwald invited Li Lu – sometimes referred to as the 
“Chinese Warren Buffett” – to speak to his Columbia University class about his investment 
philosophy. Here are highlights from his 90-minute “masterclass” on value investing (from 
Brandon Beylo via Twitter on August 23)...

Bruce Greenwald invited Li Lu to speak to his class on value investing.

The result is a 90 minute masterclass on how to be a value investor.

If you haven't watched the video, do it now.

If you have, it's worth re-watching.

Here is a list of my favorite quotes from Li Lu 👇

PERSONALITY OF A VALUE INVESTOR

• "Understand who you are as an investor, because you will be tested. 
You will have to ask yourself if you truly are a value investor."

• "Value investing goes against our evolution of following the crowds to survive."

• "You will spend most of your time as an investigative journalist. To have insatiable curiosity."

• "You almost have to be curious about everything. Because you 
never know where you'll get that one major insight."

INVESTOR CRITERIA

• Is it cheap?

• Is it a good business?

• Why is this opportunity available to me?

"Once you answer those questions, you really have to go for it."

INVESTMENT CASE STUDY 1: TIMBERLAND

• "The first thing I check in a company is its valuation."

• "If you're an investor you don't care where it traded before."

• "What matters isn't the price-to-book ratio itself, but what's in the book value."

• "You want to compare the capital invested in the business to how much 
pre-tax cash flow the business generates using that capital."

• "So Timberland generated $100M on $200M in capital 
invested. So why does the opportunity exist?"

-  Nike, Reebok, all the shoe brands fell off a cliff during the Asian Financial Crisis.

- Founder owns 40% of the stock

- Company was profitable and didn't need financial markets (no sell-side)

- Tons of shareholder lawsuits

https://twitter.com/marketplunger1/status/1694362018646524109
https://twitter.com/marketplunger1/status/1694362018646524109
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• "What would be your conclusion if you were a normal mutual fund hearing this 
information? That management is milking the company for their own gain."

What does Li Lu do next?

• "I download every file of the shareholder court cases. That's the investigative journalist part."

• "The result was that the founder withdrew guidance and shareholders didn't like it. That was it."

How do you determine if management are decent people?

• "You've got to be an investigative journalist and find the trail of evidence. Go 
to their community. Introduce yourself to their friends/family/neighbors."

Total Time Commitment: "A couple of weeks of diligent/obsessive work"

• "Investing is intensive work for short bursts of time."

HOW MUCH TO BUY?

• "If you go join a fund, they'll tell you not to risk anything more than 25-50bps."

• "Think about how much effort you put into this work. You 
have no downside and its trading at 5x profits."

• "So, I put a shitload of money into Timberland. Over the next 10 
years it went up 7x. It was never more than 15x earnings."

• "If you're not a good analyst, you'll NEVER be a good investor."

• "When it goes up, you don't have to do a damn thing. You just sit on it and ride with it."

INVESTMENT CASE STUDY 2: KOREAN COMPANY

• "Don't think about per-share numbers. Think of yourself as an owner."

• "$236M in book value, $60M market cap, $25M net earnings."

How do you know it's cheap?

• "You must confirm that the earnings are there, and that 
the book value is real, liquid, and tangible."

• "They're trading at the cash value in the bank with no debt. They have hotels and department 
stores that they own outright. They're making $30M+ in pre-tax earnings. And insiders own 50%."

The result: Went up 5-6x

VALUE INVESTING IS NOT NATURAL

• "There's a lot of money in value investing. But it's still unnatural to most people."

• "One thing you have to do, is you have to do the work. You have to do 
the reps. You can make a ton of money if you really do this stuff."

• "I benefited by listening AND THEN DOING my own work. 
Making my own investments and mistakes."
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT ANALYST

• "You must provide accurate and complete information. If you can't 
succeed on that, you can't succeed in this business."

• "If you're not confident about your prediction and what you know, 
you can't put any money when the stock's in free fall."

WHAT PROVIDES THE BIGGEST RETURNS

• "Your biggest returns will come from no more than ten tremendous insights. That's it."

• "The only way to build those insights is intense curiosity, intense study."

INVESTING MISTAKES

• "The biggest mistakes come when you buy before you've done all the work."

• "My biggest mistakes aren't buying and losing money. It's 
not buying and missing out on 50-60x returns."

HOW MANY COMPANIES SHOULD YOU BUY

• "I don't have any set rules on how many stocks or companies I buy. 
Opportunities are sporadic and it depends on the environment."

• "I usually have 3-4 big ideas. If the market is exciting, I have more 
opportunities. Or if the market is boring, I have fewer."

HOW LI LU ALLOCATES TIME

• "Most of the time I spend reading and studying about everything. 
Learning new companies and industries."

• "If I find an idea that captivates me. I stop everything and obsess over that idea."

• "Besides that, I spend a lot of time with my kid and my wife."

TL;DR:

• Be an investigative journalist.

• Work obsessively in short bursts and spend the rest. of your time learning.

• When you've done the work and have conviction, buy a shitload to make it worth it.

• Before you invest $1, make sure you can answer the three big questions: Is it 
cheap, is the management team good, and why does the opportunity exist.

• Never stop learning.

• Become a curiosity machine.

Continue reading (and view the full video) here.

https://twitter.com/marketplunger1/status/1694362018646524109
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Investment Ideas

Why asset-light (or “capital efficient”) businesses are among the world’s best 
compounders (from Invest in Quality on July 30)...

An essential part of the analysis of a business, we need to look at the business model. How the 
business makes money, what the growth drivers are, and whether or not the business model is 
asset-light or heavy. An asset-light business has several advantages to a capital-heavy one:

1. Lower Capital Requirements

Capital-light businesses require significantly lower initial investments compared to their 
capital-heavy counterparts. These types of businesses hold less risk, as they are not 
exposed to having high levels of fixed costs and capital requirements to operate and grow 
the business. Additionally, less capital requirements free up cash for capital allocation 
initiatives, such as reinvesting into the business, acquisitions, and stock repurchases.

2. Higher Profit Margins

Due to an efficient cost structure, capital-light businesses boast better margins. Usually, this 
means focusing its resources on the core business, and out-sourcing segments of the business 
that are not considered the core. Technology is often leveraged to streamline operations.

3. Flexibility to seize business opportunities

It is crucial for businesses to have a light business model so that they can adapt to an 
ever-changing market landscape. New technologies are pushing the pace expected 
from businesses. Those who are not able to keep up will be left behind. As investors, 
we want to be invested in companies that can adapt to the changes happening.

4. Doesn’t need debt to grow and operate the business

By avoiding extensive capital investments, capital-light businesses often carry lower levels of debt 
and financial leverage. This financial prudence lowers their vulnerability to economic downturns 
and interest rate fluctuations, offering investors a more stable and secure investment proposition.

5. Focus on innovation, product development, and customer satisfaction

As capital-light businesses have fewer resources tied up in physical assets, they are 
able to allocate more capital and attention to R&D, in terms of developing the business 
model, new business segment, and bettering existing products/services.

6. Cash-generating machines

Capital-light businesses typically generate robust cash flows due to their streamlined 
operations and lower fixed costs. Strong cash flow not only supports day-to-day 
operations but also enables these businesses to reinvest in growth initiatives, reward 
shareholders through dividends, and pursue strategic acquisitions when appropriate.

Keep in mind: There will be investing opportunities in capital-heavy businesses, some of 
these have heavy moats, as it requires much capital to compete with these companies. They 
are, however, often slow growers, or no-growers, that will pay a decent dividend for a while 
and might be a good investment at the right price. But we are looking for compounders, and 
capital-light companies are much more likely to give us favorable returns in the long run.

Consider this study from EY looking at asset light, vs. asset-heavy counterparts.

https://investinquality.substack.com/p/why-capital-light-businesses-are
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How to determine if a business is capital-light?

We will use two ratios to determine if a business is capital-light:

• Capital Expenditure/Sales should be lower than 10%

• Capital Expenditure/Operating Cash Flow should be lower than 20%

Note: The lower these numbers, the better.

Let’s use Fortinet as an example:

First, we find Fortinet’s revenue for 2022 in the Income Statement (Yahoo Finance).

Revenue for 2022 = $4.417 billion
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Next we need to find the capital expenditure figure, located in the Cash Flow Statement:

Capital Expenditure for 2022 = $281 million or $0,28 billion

Now that we have both figures, we put them together:

Capex/Sales = 0,28 / 4,4 x 100 = 6.3%

Now let’s look at Fortinet for the next ratio.

Capex / Operating Cash Flow

Here you can find both in the Cash Flow Statement:

Fortinet 2022 operating cash flow = $1.73 billion
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Now, let’s put it together:

Capex / OCF = 0.28 / 1.73 x 100 = 16.2%

Fortinet is below our requirement for both sales and operating cash 
flow, which means it is considered a capital-light business.

Important caveat: Some companies divide “capex” into “growth capex” and 
“maintenance capex”, while most don’t. If you are able to get a number on how 
much capital expenditure is used for growth, one can argue that you should exclude 
this from this calculation. This is because, when we calculate using capex, we are 
interested in how much cash is needed to maintain the business, not grow it.

Examples of capital-light business models:

Paycom 
Fortinet 
Admicom 
Mastercard 
Novo Nordisk 
Meta Platforms 
Constellation Software

Continue reading here.

This tiny homebuilder is arguably among the most undervalued stocks in North America 
(from Mindset Value on August 2)...

The above chart from Mexico’s housing registry, RUV, is quite telling. Mexico 
has been producing fewer and fewer homes every year and is on track to 
produce a remarkable 50% fewer homes than was produced in 2013.

The average age in Mexico is 29. The combination of the nearshoring of manufacturing and being 
the US’ largest trading partner has led the Mexican economy to grow at nearly 4% this year.

https://investinquality.substack.com/p/why-capital-light-businesses-are
https://mindsetvalue.substack.com/p/mexican-housing-crunch
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As we have learned from the past ten years of the US housing market, when supply 
collapses, pricing surges until producers have enough incentives to go out and really 
increase supply. That incentive is normally profits and specifically very high margins.

Mexico should be building more homes and the current production is not 
sustainable. This has led quite predictably to record home price appreciation.

And one of my largest investments, Consorcio Ara (Mexico:ARA), is 
starting to benefit. Despite building 5.3% fewer homes this year, Q2 sales 
increased 4.9% thanks to average prices rising nearly 11%.

Mexico needs homebuilders to make more money and for their margins to expand to 
build more housing. Unlike in the US, there aren’t many pure land developers who commit 
capital and get land developed for homebuilders to build on. That means that homebuilders 
have to be in a capital position and be truly motivated to develop lots of land.

And after the disastrous ten years from 2011-2021, few are in such a position. It is for this 
reason, that I expect the coming Mexican housing bull market to last for much longer than 
investors could imagine. We need Mexican homebuilders to be raking in the cash, so they 
develop and build much more housing than is currently being supplied to the market.

In 2021, I wrote a deep dive research report on it calling Ara: The Most 
Undervalued Stock in North America. I followed up with a post last year.

Since my original report, I have been paid about 14% in dividends and thanks to 
strength in the Mexican peso, my investment has increased by about 20%. A 34% 
gain in two and half years doesn’t set the world on fire, but it is better than a stick 
in the eye, and a whole lot better than the US markets have done since then.

But now the Mexican housing crunch is reaching a crisis point and Ara is 
shifting in response. Consorcio Ara is now guiding to 20% revenue growth 
in the second half of the year as multiple projects come online.

On August 9th, investors will receive a 5% dividend. I’m expecting Ara’s dividend to 
jump by at least 50% next year based on conversations with management and that the 
company is starting to receive interest about some of the excess beachfront property 
it owns. Nothing is firm yet, but Mexican brokerage GBM estimates these properties 
may represent 25% of the company’s market cap. Ara management has told me that in 
the event of a sale, the company would consider special dividends and buybacks.

Continue reading here.

http://www.mindsetcapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Ara.pdf
http://www.mindsetcapital.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Ara.pdf
https://mindsetvalue.substack.com/p/an-update-on-the-most-undervalued
https://mindsetvalue.substack.com/p/mexican-housing-crunch
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Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba (BABA) looks incredibly cheap in comparison to 
Amazon (AMZN) (from Vincent Deluard and Jesse Felder via Twitter on August 2)...

https://twitter.com/jessefelder/status/1686810738458079232
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Two high-conviction ideas to profit from “sticky” inflation (from Kuppy’s Korner on August 
7)...

Warren Buffett famously told investors that if they wanted to prosper during periods of 
inflation, then they needed to buy companies with high returns on capital and pricing power. 
As a result, it should be no secret why a company like Coca-Cola (KO – USA) trades so 
richly—it’s being priced as an inflation resistant Treasury, and investors are crowding into it. 
As with most things related to Buffett, everyone listens, but then the critical thinking stops.

Sure, if you want to survive during inflation, then you should buy businesses 
with inflationary pricing power. But what if you want to dramatically 
outperform during a period of inflation? What do you want to own?

In my mind, I want to own hard assets that are trading at a dramatic discount to their 
replacement costs. However, I do not want any random assets. I want high quality and scarce 
assets where the cash flows will eventually justify the replacement cost. Importantly, I want 
to own assets with minimal recurring costs of maintenance. Along the way, I want cash 
flow, preferably lots of it. Finally, if I can do this on a slightly levered balance sheet, that 
should dramatically improve my returns—though excessive leverage could be deadly.

If you follow this thought exercise through to its logical conclusion, I believe you’ll end up 
owning lots of companies like St. Joe (JOE – USA) and Valaris (VAL – USA). I should know, as I 
did this exercise and ended up with those two being the largest equity positions in my fund.

Let’s examine how this works in practice. VAL owns one of the largest offshore fleets globally. I 
am estimating that the replacement cost of this fleet, based on industry sources, is approximately 
$25 billion (16 floaters at $1 billion each, 33 modern jackups at $250 million each and 50% 
of the ARO JV with 7 additional jackups), which admittedly is a very abstract number and 
may be directionally correct, though likely to be incorrect with any order of precision .

At $76 a share (August 4th, 2023), VAL has an enterprise value (EV) of approximately 
$5.5 billion. Let’s stick with round numbers here and call it a $5 billion EV. Using the above 
estimations, the company’s EV is 20% of replacement cost. Now, let’s assume that the 
replacement cost of the fleet increases by 10% due to hypothetical inflation of structural 
steel, labor and all sorts of assembly costs. As a result, replacement cost would now be 
$27.5 billion. Interestingly, that increase of $2.5 billion would be 50% of the EV. If inflation 
accelerated to a hypothetical 20%, then you’d have a $5 billion increase or 100% of the EV.

As you can see, there’s huge leverage to inflation here given how low the EV is when 
compared to replacement cost. The leverage to inflation certainly appears to be much 
greater than if Coca-Cola simply raises its pricing by the inflation rate each year.

Of course, the rigs are not currently worth replacement cost, so this is an abstract exercise. 
Furthermore, you wouldn’t want to replace the current rigs, when there are newer designs 
available. That said, I’m taking a certain leap of faith that at some point in this cycle, dayrates 
will increase to the point that the existing rigs will actually be worth their estimated replacement 
cost, and potentially even a premium to replacement cost. Otherwise, how will new rigs enter 
the fleet and satiate the rapidly increasing demand?? Of course, a wave of newbuildings may 
obsolete the current fleet. However, in the unlikely case that excessive dayrates spur a round 
of newbuildings, and eventually obsolete VAL’s fleet, this whole exercise has been more than 
worthwhile as the company will have likely earned at least the replacement cost in free cash 
flow, and potentially multiples on the replacement cost, before that happened. Meanwhile, 
on my thin sliver of EV, in our thought experiment I’m making theoretical returns of 50% a 
year assuming 10% annual inflation in newbuild costs while I await this dream scenario.

https://pracap.com/playing-inflation-part-2/
https://pracap.com/playing-inflation-part-2/
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I believe that VAL will spew cashflow. Looking at recent industry press releases, dayrates 
are approaching $500,000 for a floater and $200,000 for a benign jackup. Assuming those 
dayrates and current utilization rates for the fleet I believe VAL will produce slightly less 
than $3 billion in pre-tax cash flow annually after maintenance expenses. That’s 55% of 
the current EV of $5.5 billion. More importantly, I suspect that a good chunk of that cash 
will get returned to me as a shareholder, given that it’s highly unlikely for the company to 
build new rigs, at least not until current values exceed replacement costs. Until then, they’ll 
likely buy back shares at what I think is a massively accretive discount to replacement 
cost, and potentially pay me a dividend. Eventually, I believe that the shares will accrete to 
replacement cost, by which time I will have picked up my 5-fold accretion, plus whatever 
the impact of inflation is on my replacement cost, plus some healthy cashflow too.

This seems like a much better way to play inflation than a consumer product name. 
Sure, Coca-Cola is a much higher quality business, but everything is relative as 
an investor, and the goal of this exercise is to get leverage to inflation.

Let’s chat about JOE, as it’s the largest equity position in my fund. As opposed 
to VAL where the assets are worth well less than replacement cost today, 
JOE’s land is actually worth current land values. Naturally, I believe this 
dramatically reduces the risk of owning JOE when compared to VAL.

While precision is difficult when valuing land assets, I believe rather strongly that JOE’s 
current Net Asset Value (NAV) is between $200 and $300 a share. This is calculated 
using a range of $100,000 to $150,000 of value per acre (our own internal model) and 
applying it to the approximately 120,000 buildable acres that JOE owns, and then adding in 
approximately $1.5 billion of cash flow producing real estate, net of debt and cash, divided 
by the approximately 58.3 million shares outstanding. I realize that $200 to $300 a share is 
an incredibly broad range of values, but it is simply impossible to fully calculate the value 
of the assets with any better precision because of the variability in acreage relative to 
the size of JOE’s holdings. Could the NAV be demonstrably higher? Of course. Could it be 
materially lower? I’d say it’s highly unlikely based on where recent transactions have been 
occurring, but it would be unfair not to remind you of the difficulty in being precise here.

What’s far more interesting, is that JOE’s landbank appears to be appreciating at somewhere 
between 10% and 15% a year. This is calculated simply by adding the population growth of 
their two core counties (Walton at 10.6% and Bay at 5.7% according to company presentations) 
and the 12-month average of YoY CPI. Of course, it doesn’t hurt that every time JOE 
builds something of value, the land surrounding it also appreciates, as adding population, 
infrastructure and amenities naturally makes the surrounding land more valuable.

If you use the lower bounds here of $200 a share and 10% growth, you accrete $20 a share from 
land appreciation. At the higher bound of $300 and 15% growth, you’re accreting $45 a share. 
What’s fascinating is that this value creation is all tax free, until a realization even happens for 
the company. In a strictly numerical sense, based on the current share price of $60 (August 4th, 
2023), you’re earning between 33.3% and 75.0% annually assuming the same levels of population 
growth and inflation. As a believer in structural inflation, it’s important to note that, every 1% 
increase in the inflation rate will add somewhere between $2 and $3 a share to the growth of 
value or 333-500 basis points of annual value appreciation, using the NAV bands calculated 
above. See how the multiplier works on an asset that is trading at a huge discount to NAV??

Continue reading here.

https://pracap.com/playing-inflation-part-2/
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CNBC host and former hedge fund manager Jim Cramer has finally “thrown in the towel” 
on PayPal (PYPL) after repeatedly recommending the stock at much higher prices over 
the past three years. One more reason to buy? (from Inverse Cramer via Twitter on August 
14)...

https://website.porterandcompanyresearch.com/elons-original-money-machine-reboots/
https://twitter.com/cramertracker/status/1691236301754798081
https://twitter.com/cramertracker/status/1691236301754798081
https://twitter.com/cramertracker/status/1691236301754798081
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Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) have been “left for dead” by investors (from Callum 
Thomas via Twitter on August 15)...

https://twitter.com/Callum_Thomas/status/1691555496862576892
https://twitter.com/Callum_Thomas/status/1691555496862576892
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Fund managers are also more bearish on REITS than anytime since the Great Financial 
Crisis (from Barchart via Twitter on August 15)...

Here’s one REIT in particular that may be worth consideration today (from MacroVisor on 
August 23)...

Realty Income (O) is by no means a novel idea, but it is a good one. I’ve liked 
this company for a long time and it would seem that now we’re coming to a zone 
where we could look at adding some. That $55 zone is a nice area and I think if the 
company can hold that level and bounce from there we can consider the stock.

https://twitter.com/barchart/status/1691551547367276597
https://www.macrovisor.com/p/mv-quick-picks-594
https://www.macrovisor.com/p/mv-quick-picks-594
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The Macro says that this is not the best time to buy REITs. The reason is that 
when interest rates go up you get a tough environment because:

Asset Valuations

REITs own properties and as interest rates go up, property values come down so 
your balance sheet becomes weaker. Their total property value stands at $41B and 
you can imagine what happens if the value of these properties start to fall.

Debt

REITs also tend to have a significant amount of debt against those properties. Usually up to 
50%. So obviously when it comes to refinance that debt or if they are floating rate loans, they’re 
getting killed. Their total debt stands at $21B and I said they have maturities along the way.

Quality of Tenants

Quality of income becomes a major issue. The tenants for the REIT property are important, 
[especially] in an environment where the Fed is trying to destroy demand… Here’s 
where Realty is in a relatively better position. They have a lot of defensive tenants.
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Source: FactSet

Realty Income is triple net lease. This means that the tenant pays all the expenses of the 
property, including real estate taxes, building insurance, and maintenance. The most important 
one being maintenance. So the income we see for Realty is income free of encumbrances. 
Unlike most other REITs we don’t need to adjust the income for maintenance expenses.

REITs pay 90% of their income out as dividends. So most people tend to buy 
them as income vehicles. According to Yahoo Finance, Realty Income has 
increased its payout 121 times since its public market listing in 1994, including 
for the past 103 straight quarters. That’s an impressive record!

Realty Income has a dividend yield of 5.5%, but I don’t like quoting yields because that can 
change with price. What I do like seeing are the statistics above. They’ve increased dividends 
and we can see the growth in the Adjusted Funds Flow from Operations (Net Operating Income).

Continue reading here (subscription required).

https://www.macrovisor.com/p/mv-quick-picks-594
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Research suggests value stocks are set for another strong period of outperformance 
(from Vanguard on August 23)...

Once again, Vanguard research suggests opportunity in value stocks—shares 
marked by lower prices in relation to their enterprise book or accounting values, 
lower expected and historical growth rates, and relatively high dividend yields.

We’ve been here before—not long ago

“The value/growth relationship is at an extreme very similar to 2020,” said Kevin DiCiurcio, 
CFA, head of the Vanguard Capital Markets Model® research team. “Now, as then, investors in 
aggregate are very enthusiastic about growth stocks—notably, technology shares—and seem to 
have limited interest in value stocks, including financial, industrial, and health care companies.”

The interactive chart that follows presents our estimates of the fair value of 
value stocks relative to growth stocks.2 When the historical, actual ratio exceeds 
the upper limit of our estimated fair-value range, the chance for market-beating 
returns appears to be larger in growth stocks. When that ratio is below the lower 
limit of the range, such opportunity appears to be larger in value stocks.

Value stocks appear depressed, even in the context of a 
long-running decline in their relative value

Value stocks’ aggregate price/book ratio divided by growth stocks’ aggregate price/book ratio

http://rporatesite/us/en/corp/articles/valuations-economy-
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The chart highlights the returns that value stocks recorded, relative to growth 
stocks, in the wake of a trio of their most extreme valuations.

• Following an overvaluation in 1993, value stocks underperformed growth stocks 
by a cumulative 8 percentage points on their way back to our predicted ratio (the 
median of our estimated fair-value range). It took three years to get there.

• An undervaluation near the peak of the tech bubble in 2000 preceded an instance of value 
outpacing growth by 59 percentage points before reaching fair value in about a year.

• In 2020, another undervaluation preceded a return advantage of 46 percentage 
points in about 20 months. Value stocks never quite got back to our median fair-
value estimate before sagging again to a similar state of investor apathy.

It’s well-known, as our chart suggests, that asset prices can stray meaningfully from 
perceived fair values for extended periods. However, as we explained in research 
published in 2021, deviations from fair value and future relative returns share an 
inverse and statistically significant relationship over five- and 10-year periods.

Our outlook for value stocks—a solid relative performance edge

Since we issued our 2023 economic and market outlook [61-page PDF], our forecast of 
the return advantage for U.S. value stocks over U.S. growth stocks has risen by more than 
1 percentage point, to 3.8 percentage points, annualized, over a 10-year period.3

Our expectation for a performance edge for value reflects a rotation back to growth stocks 
this year. Indeed, following a rebound in the relative performance of value stocks in the latter 
stages of 2021 and 2022, value stocks have lagged growth stocks across the U.S. market’s 
capitalization spectrum in 2023. The Russell 3000 Growth Index, for example, returned 32% year-
to-date as of July 31—more than three times the 9% return of the Russell 3000 Value Index.

Continue reading here.

https://corporate.vanguard.com/content/dam/corp/research/pdf/Value-versus-growth-stocks_-The-coming-reversal-of-fortunes_ISGVVG_042021_A4_ONLINE.pdf
https://corporate.vanguard.com/content/dam/corp/research/pdf/Value-versus-growth-stocks_-The-coming-reversal-of-fortunes_ISGVVG_042021_A4_ONLINE.pdf
https://corporate.vanguard.com/content/comay-favor-value-stocks.html
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Chinese stocks could be a fantastic trade based on extremely bearish sentiment alone 
(from Paulo Macro via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/paulomacro/status/1695260032558903441
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Bonds and Credit Markets
Sovereign/Government Bonds and Credit

Why Treasury bonds may no longer be a “safe haven” when the next crisis hits (from 
Kuppy’s Korner on July 23)...

Emerging Markets (EMs) are highly fragile. This is due to the fact that usually when there’s 
a recession, capital flees, the currency melts, inflation increases and interest rates explode, 
choking businesses, and making the situation far worse than it would otherwise be. To fight this, 
the local Central Bank often aggressively raises rates, which defends the currency and reduces 
inflation, but often makes the economic situation even worse. Recessions are not kind to EMs.

You may ask why it is that interest rates climb during an EM crisis. It comes down to the 
fact that during a recession, the government’s fiscal situation worsens, deficits expand 
and frequently the government will resort to money printing to fill the gap, leading to 
accelerating inflation and a weakening currency. Even if the government in question 
tries austerity, the budget deficit expands so rapidly that investors still panic.

On the other hand, Developed Markets (DMs) have this unique privilege where during 
a recession, capital returns home and seeks out the perceived safety of government 
bonds. This reduction in interest rates, spurned on by the Central Bank, is a salve 
to corporates who can lower their funding costs and better survive the pullback in 
economic activity. Sure, DMs have widening deficits and excessive money printing, but 
the flow of inbound capital tends to overwhelm that, and the bond market rallies anyway. 
Meanwhile, the appreciation of the currency allows the Central Bank to aggressively 
print money, almost without consequences, allowing for a fiscal response.

Of course, not every situation is the same, but these appear to be the rules, 
as best as the market understands them. This rulebook has been in play 
for decades now. DMs do not realize how lucky they’ve been.

In fact, this state of affairs is so well known, that traders tend to crowd into bonds when 
they suspect a recession is coming. During a market crash, many traders not only offset the 
decline in equity markets, but frequently make stupendous sums by leveraging their long 
positions in bonds. This Pavlovian response is now so well ingrained, that in my opinion, 
duration is currently the most over-owned asset class amongst aggressive funds.

I bring this all up as I worry that the playbook may have changed. What if during the 
next crisis, the US acts more like an EM than a DM? What if investors are spooked by 8% 
deficits during the boom, suggesting double-digit deficits during the downturn??

What if investors become disgusted by what I believe is rampant corruption, incompetence, 
nepotism and kleptomania at play in Washington?? Of course, our government has always 
cheated a bit—that’s not new—however the scale of the grifting has become unnerving.

What if investors wonder about rule of law after we nationalized Russian yachts, cut 
off SWIFT and froze various assets of private citizens?? I don’t care if you hate Trump 
or not, the US had a long tradition of leaving past Presidents alone. Arresting your 
political opponents on dubious charges is almost emblematic of becoming an EM.

https://pracap.com/when-the-log-rolls-over/
https://pracap.com/when-the-log-rolls-over/
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Finally, what if investors now have other options, liquid options that can absorb capital 
and provide safety?? What if during the next time down, the US bond market rolls over, 
and acts more like Turkey’s bond market, instead of the US of old?? What is the financial 
outcome that would destroy the most speculators??? Probably this outcome.

A year ago, in my Fed Is Fuct series, I asked these questions out loud. I asked 
them because no one, except a few goldbug doomers, could even contemplate 
this possibility. At the time, I thought the risk was remote, but I was still 
troubled enough by the possibility that I wanted to put it out there.

Today, I believe the odds are much higher that bonds roll over during the next 
crisis. In fact, bonds rolling over may actually initiate the next crisis.

Sure, the Fed will probably try yield curve control—they’ll utilize “Operation Twist.” However, I 
think this just accentuates the money printing and accelerates the inflation that’s leaning down 
on the bond market. Markets can be manipulated, but they yearn to be free. Zimbabwe couldn’t 
hold their bond market inline forever. Neither can we—markets are bigger than governments.

Real investors don’t trade [the iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT)], that’s 
for retail. However, I’ve cued in on it as the $100 level seems so material.

It’s bounced off of that level a few times now. However, TLT seems to slowly be leaking 
lower. Each bounce has less energy, simply less of a bid to it. TLT feels tired. I’m increasingly 
of the view that a clear break below $100 sets off the scenario I detailed above.

In the end, everything comes back to incentives. Seriously—who wants to lend this 
government money for 10 years and earn less than 4%?? Especially when deficits are running 
at nearly twice that rate and inflation appears to be structural, as opposed to cyclical. 
The buyers today, are buying because they think bonds rally during the next recession. 
If bonds keep leaking, these buyers all become sellers. Then, who’s left to buy?? At 6% 
on the 10-year, which sort of sounds inevitable to me, I think most CUSIPs die. What if 
the 10-year doesn’t stop at 6%?? What if it shoots through it and keeps on going??

What’s the proximate cause of this?? Could it be a rally in oil?? Inflation isn’t dead, it’s just 
obscured by the decline in oil. What about a political scandal?? If our leaders are corrupt like 
African leaders, we get African interest rates. What if another bailout is needed as banks, 
private equity, venture capital, real estate and every other sector that gorged on cheap credit 
suddenly seizes up, now that rates are slowly normalizing with historic US interest rates?? 
I can think of many scenarios that lead to the floor at $100 giving way. I’m not saying it’s 
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inevitable, but I’m saying that if you aren’t terrified, you aren’t doing your job as a risk manager.

For me, I’ve taken exposure way down. There’s something about how TLT recently 
knocked on the door of $100 and only gingerly bounced back above it. There’s something 
about how everyone appears crowded into this same trade, often with obscene levels of 
leverage. There’s something about how the regional banking crisis doesn’t seem over. It 
seems to have barely even started. There’s something about how all sorts of non-traded 
assets are marked to model, yet it’s obvious that they’re impaired. Investors frequently 
suspend disbelief if their friends do the same, but they always panic together.

Once again, this isn’t my only roadmap, but it increasingly seems like the most likely one…

Continue reading here.

https://pracap.com/when-the-log-rolls-over/
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A detailed explanation of bond “term premium” and why it matters for bond investors 
today (from Ben Davies via Twitter on August 4)...

https://twitter.com/BenjamDavies/status/1687438855572439043
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U.S. government debt is set to rise at a mind-boggling rate over the next decade (from 
The Kobeissi Letter via Twitter on August 6)...

https://twitter.com/KobeissiLetter/status/1688211182417580032
https://twitter.com/KobeissiLetter/status/1688211182417580032
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Fitch Ratings stripped the U.S. of its AAA credit rating this month. Unlike the similar 2011 
downgrade by Standard and Poor’s, this one could “matter” (from The Wall Street Journal 
on August 9)...

Fitch Ratings’ decision to strip the U.S. of its triple-A credit rating last week was widely 
dismissed as meaningless. After all, Standard & Poor’s had done the same back in 2011 
and bond yields declined—implying more, not less, appetite for Treasury debt.

This time, though, bond yields rose. That suggests Fitch’s action deserves our 
attention, not because it tells us anything new but because it joins the stack of 
evidence of how profoundly different, and risky, the nation’s fiscal situation is now.

The risk isn’t of a debt crisis that locks the U.S. out of the markets, as happened to 
Greece in 2010 or Mexico in 1994; that is virtually impossible for a mature country that 
borrows in its own currency. The risk, rather, is of deficits and interest rates feeding 
back on each other at growing cost to both economic growth and taxpayers.

Federal budget deficits can’t be viewed in isolation. When S&P downgraded the U.S. back 
in 2011, the deficit was equivalent to 8.4% of gross domestic product, close to a post-World 
War II high. But in the wake of the 2007-09 recession, such deficits were both easy to 
finance and necessary. Private investment was subdued, unemployment at 9%, underlying 
inflation below the Federal Reserve’s 2% target and interest rates stuck at around zero.

Without federal borrowing, all of that—a combination later labeled 
“secular stagnation”—would have been worse.

Today’s circumstances are just the opposite. Private investment is healthy, 
unemployment near a 53-year low at 3.5%, and interest rates above 5% as the 
Fed combats inflation roughly double its 2% target. No one talks about secular 
stagnation now. This is when spending restrictions… should be in vogue.

Instead, the Congressional Budget Office on Tuesday upped its estimate of this year’s 
deficit to $1.7 trillion, or 6.5% of GDP, compared with 5.5% last year. In May, President Biden 
struck a deal with House Republicans that barely alters the trajectory of rising debt.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fitch-downgrade-us-credit-rating-4ad98230
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fitch-downgrade-us-credit-rating-4ad98230
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fitch-downgrade-us-credit-rating-4ad98230
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A huge percentage of outstanding Treasury debt is set to mature in the next few years 
(from Charlie Bilello via Twitter on August 13)...

https://twitter.com/charliebilello/status/1690890987365928960
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Two of the biggest buyers of U.S. Treasury debt over the past several decades are no 
longer buying (from Lisa Abramowicz via Twitter on August 16)...

https://twitter.com/lisaabramowicz1/status/1691737533674086788
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Corporate Bonds and Credit

The Fed’s rate hikes have had limited impact on corporate debt so far (from Jurrien 
Timmer via Twitter on July 28)...

https://twitter.com/timmerfidelity/status/1684905160823242753
https://twitter.com/timmerfidelity/status/1684905160823242753
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History shows today’s record-low corporate bond spreads are a bearish signal for the 
economy (from Lance Roberts via Twitter on July 31)...

https://twitter.com/lanceroberts/status/1685967820012621824
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But high-yield and investment grade credit spreads may finally be starting to move (from 
Thomas Thornton via Twitter on August 17)...

https://twitter.com/TommyThornton/status/1692163552251904164
https://twitter.com/TommyThornton/status/1692163552251904164
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Bankruptcy filings suggest there is plenty of room for high-yield spreads to move higher 
(from Markets & Mayhem via Twitter on August 24)...

https://twitter.com/Mayhem4Markets/status/1694735093061861841
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Additional evidence suggests the credit default cycle may be starting (from The Long & 
Variable View via Twitter on August 25)...

https://twitter.com/HayekAndKeynes/status/1695133413873746198
https://twitter.com/HayekAndKeynes/status/1695133413873746198
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Consumer Credit

New survey finds more than one in three U.S. adults now owes more on credit cards than 
they have in savings (from The Spectator Index via Twitter on August 2)...

In related news, credit-card balances just hit a notable milestone in the second quarter 
(from Lisa Abramowicz via Twitter on August 9)...

https://twitter.com/spectatorindex/status/1686799023628595200
https://twitter.com/lisaabramowicz1/status/1689203533428449280
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Both auto loan and credit card delinquencies have now surpassed their pre-pandemic 
levels (from The Kobeissi Letter via Twitter on August 18)...

This month brought more “ominous” signs for the auto loan industry (from The Wall Street 
Journal on August 21)...

Five years ago, there were a dozen models of new cars that sold for less than $20,000. In 
2023, there was only one: the spartan Mitsubishi Mirage hatchback, which accounted for 
about 5,300 of the 7.7 million new vehicles sold in the U.S. in the first half of the year.

If you are willing to spend more than $100,000, you can choose from 32 models. For the 
average American, paying off a new car at current prices demands 42 weeks of income, 
according to data from Cox Automotive, up from around 33 before the pandemic.

Bargains have been hard to come by on the used-car lot as well, where the average vehicle 
listed for about $27,000—up more than 30% from prepandemic levels, according to Cox’s data.

Higher interest rates have made the situation more difficult for buyers. Today’s average 
new car loan has a monthly payment north of $750, with an interest rate of 9.5%. For 
used cars, the average rate is above 13.7%, according to Cox. The average term for 
loans issued over the past three years is nearly six years, according to data from

https://twitter.com/KobeissiLetter/status/1692545459942777106
https://www.wsj.com/personal-finance/car-prices-might-be-unsustainable-for-buyers-18d7b395
https://www.wsj.com/personal-finance/car-prices-might-be-unsustainable-for-buyers-18d7b395
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Experian.

These numbers could explain a mystery bedeviling auto lending. Seasonalized rates of severe 
delinquency for auto loans are the highest since at least 2006, but the jobs market is strong.

“Usually you get the default spikes when unemployment spikes—it’s the biggest correlation 
in consumer credit,” said Clayton Triick, a fund manager at fixed-income investor Angel Oak 
Capital Advisors. “To see them go up that much while unemployment is still low is not typical.”

Automakers leaned into their pricing power during the pandemic, giving priority to 
selling more expensive vehicles and features as supply-chain issues constrained 
inventories and shoppers had more savings from pandemic stimulus packages. 
They have continued to boost prices. General Motors said last month that the 
average price paid by its buyers rose 3% quarter over quarter, to $52,000.

So far, higher prices have been a positive for automakers and dealers. Share prices for public 
dealership groups have surged this year. Automakers have generated profits that they can 
put toward their expensive transition to electric vehicles. The large dealerships have made 
big profits from their parts and service businesses as drivers hold on to cars for longer.

But there are signs that the market might already be struggling to sustain itself. 
If consumers rebel against the higher prices, sales—which so far have been 
stronger than expected—could slow, particularly among the pricey vehicles that 
have been generating most of the industry’s profits. And consumers who want 
to trade in their vehicles might be disappointed with the prices they get.

And among those who braved the market at its highest prices last year, many are 
already struggling to keep up with their payments. The performance of loans issued in 
the first half of last year at the peak of the price surge has been especially poor.

Defaults and missed payments on pools of auto loans made in the first half of last year 
to people with subpar credit are matching or outpacing those issued in 2008, according 
to an analysis published last week by S&P Global that called the data “ominous.”

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/personal-finance/car-prices-might-be-unsustainable-for-buyers-18d7b395
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Two notable retailers issued significant warnings about consumer spending this month 
(from The Wall Street Journal on August 22)...

Dick’s Sporting Goods and Macy’s shares traded sharply lower Tuesday after the retailers 
posted weaker quarterly earnings and provided tepid forecasts for the remainder of 
the year, signals that the recent strength in consumer spending has its limits.

The sporting-goods chain slashed its profit targets for the year after missing Wall Street forecasts 
for the second quarter. Sales slowed after a pandemic-fueled surge for outdoor gear, leaving it 
with excess inventory. Executives said thefts of merchandise were also higher than they expected.

Macy’s reported declining sales in the June quarter and warned that more shoppers are late 
on their credit-card payments. Delinquencies are viewed as a proxy for consumer health, 
and missed payments endanger a key source of revenue for the department-store chain.

“We expect the pressures consumers are under to continue through the balance of 
the year,” said Macy’s Chief Executive Jeff Gennette, adding that additional challenges 
will come once students and graduates resume repaying their federal student loans. 
He added that international tourism has yet to return to prepandemic levels.

“Consumers still have good savings, but they are being more judicious in how they 
spend,” Gennette said. “More of their money is going to services and experiences.”

Sales at Macy’s were down 8% to $5 billion from a year earlier and the company swung 
to a net loss in the recently completed period. Apparel categories including activewear, 
casual and sleepwear had challenges, while others such as fragrances and prestige 
cosmetics as well as women’s career sportswear performed well, according to Macy’s.

Shares of Dick’s plunged more than 24% in Tuesday trading, its largest single-day percentage 
decline as a public company, according to Dow Jones Market Data Group. Macy’s fell 14% and a 
number of other retail stocks closed lower as investors gauged the health of consumer spending.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/business/retail/dicks-sporting-goods-dks-q2-earnings-report-2023-c9519091
https://www.wsj.com/business/retail/dicks-sporting-goods-dks-q2-earnings-report-2023-c9519091
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Dollar Tree reported more than half of its new customers over the past year have six-
figure household incomes (from The Transcript via Twitter on August 24)...

https://twitter.com/TheTranscript_/status/1694689250254397670
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Real Estate

Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway is bullish on homebuilders (from The Wall Street 
Journal on August 14)...

Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway made a fresh bet on U.S. homebuilders in the second quarter.

The company unveiled new positions in D.R. Horton, NVR, and Lennar, 
together worth more than $800 million at the end of June.

The changes in Berkshire’s stock portfolio were disclosed after the market closed Monday, 
when the company released its latest 13F filing. The filing lays out investors’ equity holdings as 
of the end of the most recent quarter, as well as the size and market value of their positions.

Homebuilders have seen a boom in business since mortgage rates shot up last 
year. Elevated rates have kept homeowners from selling, leaving new construction 
as the most appealing option for many buyers. Homebuilder stocks have rallied, 
with the S&P Homebuilders Select Industry stock index up 39% this year.

Berkshire Hathaway’s own dominance in real estate also lends credibility to the 
conglomerate’s new position in homebuilder stocks. The company operates a residential 
real-estate brokerage and a large network of real-estate brokerage franchises.

Net earnings from Berkshire’s real-estate brokerage business declined 
$50 million in the second quarter from the year prior.

“Because of their real-estate services and some of their manufacturing business, 
they have a good pulse on what’s going on in the housing market,” said Cathy 
Seifert, a CFRA Research analyst. “It’s an interesting hedge to the Berkshire 
real-estate services group that has been hurt by limited supply.”

Among other moves, Berkshire trimmed its positions in Chevron, Activision Blizzard and 
General Motors. It boosted its bets on Occidental Petroleum and Capital One Financial.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/finance/stocks/berkshire-hathaways-latest-bet-homebuilder-stocks-9ef1478a
https://www.wsj.com/finance/stocks/berkshire-hathaways-latest-bet-homebuilder-stocks-9ef1478a
https://www.wsj.com/finance/stocks/berkshire-hathaways-latest-bet-homebuilder-stocks-9ef1478a
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As longtime Porter & Co. readers might expect, Berkshire’s investments are focused on 
some of the most capital efficient companies in the industry (from Rick Palacios Jr. via 
Twitter on August 15)...

https://twitter.com/RickPalaciosJr/status/1691553201647141142
https://twitter.com/RickPalaciosJr/status/1691553201647141142
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New York City unveils plan to encourage the (extremely costly) conversion of vacant 
offices into residential housing (from Bloomberg on August 17)...

New York City is rolling out a plan to convert vacant offices into as many as 20,000 
new housing units by creating a multi-agency group to help developers cut through 
red tape and rezoning a section of Manhattan known as Midtown South.

The moves come after Mayor Eric Adams and Governor Kathy Hochul’s quest for an ambitious 
program to address the state’s housing shortage was rebuffed by fellow Democratic 
lawmakers in Albany earlier this year. Much of Adams’s plan will still need state approval.

“We could not just sit back and just lick our wounds,” Adams said at a news 
briefing on Thursday. “We will roll out what we can do here in the city.”

New York, Boston, San Francisco, and other major US cities are struggling with 
the dual challenges of what to do with office buildings emptied by the shift to 
remote work and an affordable housing crisis that’s driving up rents. Converting 
offices to housing is complicated and expensive, so city officials are looking at tax 
breaks, speeding up approvals and other incentives to facilitate the process.

Under New York City’s plan, parts of which were announced previously, the city 
would make office buildings built before 1990 eligible for conversion to housing, 
an update from the existing cutoffs of 1961 and 1977, depending on the area. 
The proposal would cover an additional 136 million square feet, roughly the same 
amount of office space as in the entire city of Philadelphia, officials said.

The plan would also allow office-to-housing conversion in any area 
of the city where residential construction is allowed.

“We could definitely use more housing in the city,” Bess Freedman, chief 
executive officer of real estate brokerage Brown Harris Stevens, said 
Thursday on Bloomberg Television. “It would be a great thing to do.”

The new Office Conversions Accelerator will be made up of officials from several 
city agencies, including the Department of Buildings, the Department of City 
Planning and the Board of Standards and Appeals. The team will assist owners with 
projects by analyzing feasibility and helping to secure necessary permits.

The plan for Midtown South, an area below Times Square, envisions a live-work 
mixed-use neighborhood between 23rd Street and 40th Street, bounded by Fifth 
Avenue and Eighth Avenue. Residential building, including affordable housing, would 
be allowed in four areas that were zoned for manufacturing 50 years ago.

City officials conceded that state approval will still be necessary to create a substantial 
amount of new homes through office-to-residential conversions. Adams called on the 
state to create a tax incentive for office conversions. The legislature let a tax incentive for 
constructing affordable housing, known as 421-a, expire last year and have not replaced it.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-17/nyc-kicks-off-plan-to-rezone-midtown-turn-offices-into-housing
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-17/nyc-kicks-off-plan-to-rezone-midtown-turn-offices-into-housing
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Soaring costs suggest buying a home is now a “luxury” many Americans can no longer 
afford (from The Kobeissi Letter via Twitter on August 23)...

https://twitter.com/kobeissiletter/status/1694404533948907700
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The rising cost of homeownership has not led to an increase in rental activity, suggesting 
rental prices are also too high for many Americans today (from Anthemos Georgiades via 
Twitter on August 23)...

Real-estate marketplace firm Zillow is now offering 1% down payments to entice homebuyers 
(from Bloomberg on August 24)...

Zillow Group Inc. is offering mortgages with just a 1% down payment as it tries to attract 
house hunters facing the most-unaffordable market in almost four decades.

The 1% down payment program is even lower than Freddie Mac’s best of 3%, with Zillow 
offering to pay 2% of the down payment at closing, according to a statement Thursday.

It comes after mortgage rates in the US hit a 22-year high Thursday, further squeezing 
would-be homebuyers. The average for a 30-year, fixed loan was 7.23%, the highest since 
May 2001 and up from 7.09% last week, Freddie Mac said in a statement Thursday.

The 1% offering comes as Zillow looks to grow its customer base and may “even the 
playing field with larger competitors,” Bloomberg Intelligence said, but it will likely 
hurt margins and paying 2% at closing could prove costly in the long term.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://twitter.com/anthemos/status/1694409152951664839
https://twitter.com/anthemos/status/1694409152951664839
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-24/zillow-offers-1-down-payment-to-lure-struggling-homebuyers
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-24/zillow-offers-1-down-payment-to-lure-struggling-homebuyers
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Mortgage rates just hit another fresh two-decade high (from Steve Burns via Twitter on 
August 24)...

https://twitter.com/SJosephBurns/status/1694744100052824430
https://twitter.com/SJosephBurns/status/1694744100052824430
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Special Situations
Activist Investing, Spinoffs, Arbitrage, Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A), and 
More

Last month we cited a short thesis on “green” battery tech firm Enovix (ENVX) – which 
also happens to be a current long investment position of famed short-seller Marc 
Cohodes. Now, Cohodes has responded with the bullish case (from Marc Cohodes via 
Twitter on July 25)...

https://members.porterandcompanyresearch.com/an-activist-short-seller-alleges-fraud-at-green-battery-tech-firm-enovix-envx-which-also-happens-to-be-a-current-long-investment-position-of-famed-short-seller-marc-cohod/
https://twitter.com/alderlaneeggs/status/1683808141295730690
https://twitter.com/alderlaneeggs/status/1683808141295730690
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A recent spin-off has created an opportunity in a little-known commercial property & 
casualty insurer (from Sohra Peak Capital Partners on August 9)...

Executive Summary

• American Coastal Insurance Corporation (“American Coastal” or “AmCo”) 
is a commercial property & casualty insurance carrier in the state of 
Florida that exclusively insures garden-style condominium and homeowner 
association properties against hurricanes and other catastrophe risks.

• American Coastal is a gem of a business hiding in plain sight. Since its founding in 2007, 
American Coastal has dominated its niche and captured 40% of its TAM. It has also delivered 
an average ROE of 23.1%, has demonstrated exceptional loss and profitability ratios, and 
has never had an unprofitable year despite withstanding several major hurricanes.

• This opportunity exists chiefly because until several months ago, American Coastal 
was a subsidiary within publicly traded United Insurance Holdings Company 
(“UIHC”), whose primary business was selling personal homeowner’s insurance 
policies under its main subsidiary United Property & Casualty Insurance Company 
(“UPC”). In April 2023, The Florida Department of Financial Services memorialized 
the “GoodCo-BadCo” deconsolidation of UIHC and took “BadCo” UPC into 
receivership, leaving shareholders today with “GoodCo” American Coastal.

• American Coastal’s #1 market share position is firmly protected by a set of 
competitive advantages and barriers to entry that are borne from its exclusive 
relationship with AmRisc, the largest catastrophe-focused MGA in the U.S. and 
with whom for all intents and purposes American Coastal is vertically integrated.1 
These competitive advantages translate to pricing power over competitors, strong 
customer retention rates, higher margins, and high customer switching costs.

https://mcusercontent.com/3fff1ea9d792aab7f6dffe0ab/files/cd767bcc-4c92-1811-dbbe-a0531d75b7fb/Sohra_Peak_Capital_Partners_American_Coastal_Insurance_Corporation_Investment_Memorandum.pdf
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• Shares appear exceptionally undervalued based on our EPS estimates of $1.89-
$2.86/share over FY24-29 vs. today’s share price of $5.63. Our estimates imply a 
FY24E P/E of 2.9x, FY25E P/E of 1.9x, and a P/BV and P/TBV of <1x by mid-FY25 
while delivering 53% ROE.1 From FY25 onward, with a healthy capital surplus, 
American Coastal should return 100% of its incremental net profits to shareholders, 
which at today’s price would imply a ~50% dividend yield and/or significant share 
repurchases.1 We see an asymmetric path for American Coastal’s share price to 
appreciate from $5.63 today to $16.00 – $22.00 over the next 24-36 months.

• Founder and CEO Dan Peed owns 48% of shares outstanding and has an impressive 
track record of not only building American Coastal, but also co-founding AmRisc 
in 2000 which is the nation’s largest catastrophe-focused MGA. Based on our 
channel checks, Dan has an excellent, revered reputation in the industry. Notably, 
now that the UPC deconsolidation is finally complete, management appears eager 
to launch a new MGA under the American Coastal public company, which we view 
as a free call option that could be valued at $400MM in and of itself by FY27.

Continue reading here.

https://mcusercontent.com/3fff1ea9d792aab7f6dffe0ab/files/cd767bcc-4c92-1811-dbbe-a0531d75b7fb/Sohra_Peak_Capital_Partners_American_Coastal_Insurance_Corporation_Investment_Memorandum.pdf
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Here’s a potential biotech liquidation offering up to 30% upside (from Dalius - Special 
Situation Investments via Twitter on August 11)...

https://twitter.com/InvestSpecial/status/1689920701493374977
https://twitter.com/InvestSpecial/status/1689920701493374977
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Activist short seller Hindenburg Research alleges fraud at online brokerage Freedom 
Holdings (from Hindenburg Research on August 14)...

• Freedom Holdings is a $4.6 billion market cap online brokerage business, founded in 2008, 
formerly based in Moscow and later moved to Kazakhstan. Its multi-billionaire Chairman 
& CEO, Timur Turlov, owns over 70% of the company’s shares and has since inception.

• Since listing on Nasdaq in 2019, Freedom shares have rocketed over 450%, luring investors 
in with the image of a quickly growing firm led by a young, tech-savvy founder.

• Our investigation into the company, undertaken over the course of a year, 
has included a review of extensive international corporate and regulatory 
records, interviews with former employees and industry analysis.

• Our research has unveiled a laundry list of red flags including evidence that Freedom (i) 
brazenly skirts sanctions (ii) shows hallmark signs of fake revenue (iii) commingles customer 
funds then gambles assets in highly levered, illiquid, risky market bets (iv) and displays 
signs of market manipulation in both its investments and its publicly traded shares.

• Prior to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Freedom made it clear that 
both countries, with a combined population of 188 million people, 
would be key pieces to its growth strategy going forward.

• Following Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine, Freedom fire-sold its Russian business 
to a Freedom employee for $140 million in order to avoid sanctions. Turlov still 
secretly controls the entity, according to a former executive we interviewed.

• The move didn’t fool Ukrainian authorities: Ukraine suspended Freedom’s brokerage 
license and froze its assets. Chairman & CEO Timur Turlov was also personally 
sanctioned by Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky due to his Russian ties.

• Despite ostensibly losing both markets, Freedom now claims its rapid, 
uninterrupted revenue growth has been fueled by Kazakhstan, a country 
of just 19 million people with a GDP per capita of $10,373.

• We found that Freedom still does business in the Russian market, 
and that the company has openly flouted sanctions along with anti-
money laundering (AML) and know-your-customer (KYC) rules.

• On August 4, 2023, 11 days ago, the company openly admitted it provided “brokerage 
services to certain individuals and entities who are subject to sanctions imposed by 
OFAC, The European Union or the United Kingdom,” in its latest annual report.

• This admission of sanctions evasion follows a long history. Four months after U.S. sanctions 
against Russia following its 2014 invasion of Ukrainian Crimea, Freedom Chairman & 
CEO Turlov established his own private entity in Belize (“FFIN Belize”), admitting in later 
filings that the entity helps Russians sidestep “restrictions” to access U.S. markets.

• In 2015, as a newly listed U.S. company, Freedom expanded its business 
further when it bought a bank from Vladimir Putin’s Former Chief of 
Staff, a sanctioned Russian oligarch nicknamed “Darth Vader”.

• Freedom Finance in Russia and Kazakhstan has also helped divert funds from sanctioned 
banks. For example, in April 2022, the U.S. hit Alfa Bank with the most severe international 
“full blocking sanctions”, along with an asset freeze. Days later, Freedom openly 
advertised an easy-to-use service to help clients shift assets out of Alfa Bank.

https://hindenburgresearch.com/freedom/
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• Four of Russia’s “financial elite” tied to Alfa Group, including its founder, were sanctioned 
by the U.S. Treasury just days ago on August 11, 2023. Despite this, FFIN Belize 
still advertises the ability to send rubles via Alfa Bank, allowing customers to easily 
funnel rubles via a sanctioned Russian bank right into the U.S. stock market.

• Several months after “full blocking” sanctions were imposed on VTB 
bank, its customers shared tips over a telegram channel on how to 
transfer money through Freedom Finance in Kazakhstan.

• Similarly, Tinkoff Bank, on EU, UK and U.S. sanctions lists, also 
advised its premium customers to open accounts remotely with 
Freedom Bank Kazakhstan, according to Forbes Russia.

• Former employees described the open flouting of sanctions, along with AML 
& KYC rules. “This is violating almost every country’s anti-money and anti-
terrorist financing laws…I’ve personally seen suitcases with $2.5 million 
brought in cash by a client”, a former Freedom executive told us.

• Another former Freedom executive told us: “I have never seen an organization 
so unstructured and just blatantly like I’m sorry for my words, but taking a 
shit on regulations and rules and basically everything as much as this.”

• The U.S. government has enforced sanctions through an intensive global 
campaign. Overall, we find it surprising that a publicly-traded company in our 
own backyard has worked to brazenly undermine those efforts for years.

• Beyond sanctions evasion, Freedom seems to be engaged in a broad variety of corporate 
malfeasance involving the same Belizean entity privately owned by its Chairman & CEO.

• From 2018-2020, in the lead up to Freedom’s 2019 Nasdaq uplisting, unnamed related parties 
drove Freedom’s revenue growth, accounting for 67.5% of total reported revenue by 2020.

• The lack of related party disclosures resulted in Freedom’s auditors 
later being barred and fined by the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) for violating audit standards.

• A 2021 exposé first revealed the extent of Freedom’s dealings with its 
key unnamed related party driving revenue growth, FFIN Belize, resulting 
in the entity publishing its first and only set of financials.

• FFIN Belize’s lone set of published financials reported $2.5 billion in both trade receivables 
and payables, but just $5.4 million in cash, a hallmark of circular or fake revenue transactions.

• Freedom has reported an increase of 306% in related party revenue from 
FFIN Belize since 2020. It reported fee and commission revenue of $196.3 
million from FFIN Belize in FY 2023. Freedom has directed this money 
back to FFIN Belize with $289 million in margin loans to the entity.

• 25% of Freedom’s reported revenue comes from this related party in Belize, as of 
Freedom’s most recent annual financials. FFIN Belize has not provided financials 
of its own since 2020, despite being run by Freedom’s Chairman & CEO.

• Beyond sanctions evasion & signs of fake revenue, FFIN Belize also commingles 
customer assets, placing them at extreme risk. Buried in FFIN Belize’s risk disclosures 
is mention of a “special brokerage account” saying it can commingle client funds 
and essentially do whatever it wants with them for its “own interests”.
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• One selling point for Freedom’s customers has been Turlov’s claim that its 
clients have access to hot IPO allocations through FFIN Belize, which obtains 
the stakes from an unnamed hedge fund. “No one knows” who the hedge fund 
is, one former told us. “My suspicion is there is no actual IPO [allocation].”

• The entity has also offered high ‘guaranteed’ return products to lure in 
customers. In October 2021, Kazakhstan’s financial market regulator blacklisted 
FFIN Belize for ‘signs of illegal activity’ relating to such products.

• “…we found out that they don’t actually execute trades. So where the money goes, 
nobody knows,” a former Freedom executive told us, explaining that FFIN Belize received 
funds through offices in Russia but wasn’t actually trading the securities as promised.

• “I wouldn’t even be surprised if all of this was all manipulated and they 
weren’t even investing in stocks,” another former told us.

• All the while, Freedom has used funds to take on high leverage and market risk. 
While it claims it has “conservative risk management” and “limits the amount of credit 
exposure to any one issuer”, SEC filings show Freedom invested 35% of its gross 
principal trading balance, or $835 million, in the debt of just one Kazakh issuer. The 
position is larger than Freedom’s shareholder equity balance of $777 million.

• Freedom also disclosed that as of March 2023 its $2.4 billion in trading securities 
were financed with ~$1.5 billion in short term liabilities with maturities under 30 days. 
Meanwhile, the bonds are extremely illiquid with a 30-day average volume of just 
$16.6 million. Freedom’s position represents a full 50 days of trading volume.

• Those same Kazakh bond investments yield lower returns than the short-term 
rates used to finance them. We estimate Freedom loses $0.5 million to $33 
million per year on this concentrated, leveraged, negative carry trade.

• Freedom aggressively increased its position in the bond issuer from $297 
million in December 2021 to $720 million in December 2022, during a period 
of seemingly artificially inflated prices. In January 2023, Kazakhstan’s financial 
regulator reported that the issuer’s bonds were being manipulated.

• In brief, Freedom seems to be relying on short term, expensive leverage to hold a massive, 
illiquid, money losing position in bonds that have likely been propped up by Freedom’s own 
purchases. This poses an existential risk for Freedom and any commingled customer assets.

• We also uncovered hallmarks of market manipulation in Freedom’s own stock, 
including inexplicably steady trading volume and price, seemingly impervious 
to both market-wide events and company specific negative news.

• Over the last 1.5 years, over 59% of trading in Freedom’s stock has been driven by 
two tiny brokerage firms with ties to Freedom: (1) Lek Securities, accounting for over 
59% of trading volume in 2022 despite accounting for just 0.06% of trading volume on 
NASDAQ and (2) Vision Financial Markets, accounting for ~17% of YTD 2023 reported 
trading volume in Freedom despite comprising only 0.03% of NASDAQ volume.

• Both Lek and Vision have clearing arrangements with Freedom, indicating a close 
relationship. Lek was charged with manipulative trading by the SEC in 2017 alongside a 
Ukrainian brokerage firm. Its founder was barred from the securities industry in 2019.

• Vision was barred by the National Futures Association in 2014 but relaunched. 
Subsequently, it has accumulated a rap sheet of 26 regulatory sanctions over issues 
including a lack of effective AML procedures and a “failure to prevent and detect potentially 
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manipulative trading activity”, according to FINRA and Nasdaq enforcement actions.

• A former Vision executive summed up the brokerage’s business model: “the 
takeaway—and I talked about ‘dodgy’—is that Vision’s operating in areas that 
other firms don’t want to operate in.” He described Vision’s business as “a 
little bit dangerous” and confirmed Freedom is its “biggest customer”.

• Finally, Freedom itself has been subject to multiple regulatory sanctions. Four 
Freedom entities in Kazakhstan have accrued 244 penalties, resulting in 121 
sanctions, over allegations ranging from money laundering to terrorism financing.

• Freedom has also failed to disclose an ongoing SEC investigation since at 
least October 2021, according to reporting by Disclosure Insight.

• All told, Freedom Holding has exhibited a startling array of red flags relating to 
virtually every category of financial malfeasance worthy of investigation.

Continue reading here.

https://hindenburgresearch.com/freedom/
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Hedge fund legend David Einhorn on the opportunity in “stealth high quality” stocks today 
(from John Huber via Twitter on August 10)...

https://twitter.com/johnhuber72/status/1689824666964144128
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Precious Metals

China’s central bank continued to load up on gold in July, pushing its “shopping spree” to 
nine consecutive months (from Kitco News on August 8)...

China continues to put the world on notice that it intends to challenge the U.S. 
dollar's role as a reserve currency after the nation's central bank bought more gold 
in July, pushing its current shopping spree to nine consecutive months.

Krishan Gopaul, senior analyst at the World Gold Council, reported on social media that the 
People's Bank of China bought 23 tonnes of gold last month. Gopaul noted that so far this year, 
China has purchased 126 tonnes of gold, increasing its official reserves to 2,136 tonnes.

China's ongoing gold purchases have put renewed focus on the growing de-
dollarization trend as nations around the world reduce their exposure to the 
U.S. dollar. Although China has become a leading buyer in the precious metal 
market, some analysts say that the central bank is just getting started.

"When you buy gold, it's a direct vote against the U.S. dollar," said Willem Middelkoop, 
creator of the Commodity Discovery Fund. "China is sending a message to the White 
House that they don't support the global financial system backed by the U.S. dollar."

Thorsten Polleit, chief economist at Degussa, said he also sees China's 
sustained gold purchases as a vote of no-confidence in the greenback.

"China is sending an unmistakable signal to the world for all eyes to see: It reduces its 
US-dollar holdings and, at the same time, increases its gold reserve stock," he said. 
"Like many other non-western countries, China wishes to reduce its dependence 
on the greenback, and physical gold is the greenback's natural substitute."

Polleit added that as aggressive as China has been in the last nine 
months, the central bank still has a long road ahead.

Continue reading here.

https://www.kitco.com/news/2023-08-08/China-buys-23-tonnes-of-gold-in-July-analysts-say-PBOC-is-just-getting-started.html
https://www.kitco.com/news/2023-08-08/China-buys-23-tonnes-of-gold-in-July-analysts-say-PBOC-is-just-getting-started.html
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But China isn’t alone… Many of BRIC’s central banks have been buying gold like crazy  
(from Alpine Macro via The Daily Shot on August 9)...

https://thedailyshot.com/2023/08/09/small-businesses-are-reporting-declining-sales/
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Gold is entering its strongest seasonal period of the year, and the setup appears 
particularly bullish this year (from Fred Hickey via Twitter on August 19)...

https://twitter.com/htsfhickey/status/1692893721316962717
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Gold just hit a new all-time high when priced in the Japanese yen, which means it’s likely 
just a matter of time before it does the same in dollar terms (from Tom McClellan via 
Twitter on August 17)...

https://twitter.com/mcclellanosc/status/1692343404200673768
https://twitter.com/mcclellanosc/status/1692343404200673768
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Energy

Energy is the cheapest sector in the S&P 500, yet generates more cash flow than any 
other (from Oil Headline News via Twitter on July 25)...

https://twitter.com/OilHeadlineNews/status/1683818729371574273
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Data suggest we could see a “deal frenzy” in the oil industry this year (from the Wall 
Street Journal on July 28)...

Exxon Mobil and Chevron collectively banked nearly $14 billion in second-
quarter profits Friday, down from last year’s record-breaking levels but 
adding to their war chests as they eye acquisitions in the oil patch.

Exxon said it earned $7.9 billion in the second quarter, extending its run of strong quarters 
though its profit was down from the company’s $17.9 billion haul in the same time last year, 
when Russia’s invasion of Ukraine skyrocketed energy prices. Chevron said it collected $6 
billion in profit, dropping from a quarterly record of $11.6 billion in the same period last year.

The profits follow multibillion-dollar deals by both companies in recent 
months, and the oil giants have said they aren’t done shopping.

Exxon scooped up pipeline operator and oil producer Denbury for $4.9 billion in 
July and Chevron agreed in May to buy shale driller PDC Energy for $6.3 billion. 
Both transactions were all-stock, low-premium deals that showed the companies 
could still make big bets despite a push by Wall Street for austerity.

Exxon CEO Darren Woods said the company is actively on the 
hunt for acquisition targets that are a good match.

“We’re continuing to look for that, but we’re not going to compromise our expectation of 
generating returns and growing value for shareholders,” he said in a conference call with investors.

Chevron CEO Mike Wirth said in a recent TV interview his company 
is open to more deals following the PDC acquisition.

In picking off two smaller companies, Exxon and Chevron revealed some of 
their strategy to investors who have asked how they plan to grow as they sit on 
historically large piles of cash in the wake of last year’s energy price hikes.

Exxon and others have eyed potential deals in the Permian basin of West Texas and New 
Mexico, the most active U.S. oil field. In April, The Wall Street Journal reported that Exxon had 
held preliminary talks with Pioneer Natural Resources, a giant shale company in West Texas.

Conditions are ripe for a deal frenzy in the oil patch this year. The shale industry 
has shifted from the rapid growth it pursued for more than a decade to a mature 
business underpinned by fiscal restraint and hefty shareholder payouts. Drilling for 
new oil discoveries has fallen out of favor with investors, leaving many companies 
with few options other than to acquire rivals to extend their runway.

The continued run of profitable quarters has helped Exxon and Chevron improve their balance 
sheets while increasing dividends and buybacks, potentially giving them more leeway with 
shareholders to pursue deals. Analysts and investors expect Exxon and Chevron to eventually 
play a big role in scooping up the dozens of smaller shale companies that constitute the industry.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/exxon-xom-chevron-cvx-q2-earnings-report-2023-8ae5809
https://www.wsj.com/articles/exxon-xom-chevron-cvx-q2-earnings-report-2023-8ae5809
https://www.wsj.com/articles/exxon-xom-chevron-cvx-q2-earnings-report-2023-8ae5809
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Harold Hamm – founder and chairman of Continental Resources – explains why the U.S. 
government has energy production “all wrong” (from The Wall Street Journal on August 
6)...

Gasoline prices had their biggest one-day increase in a year on July 25, rising to 
an eight-month high, while oil passed $80 a barrel. More than half a century of 
experience working in the oil industry tells me that with the Organization of the 
Petroleum Exporting Countries doing all it can to keep prices high, the only way to 
prevent them from rising higher is to produce more oil and gas here at home.

President Biden has pursued the opposite strategy. Instead of increasing production, he 
wants to mandate that Americans use less—by banning or restricting the use of gas stoves, 
gas heat, air conditioning and even cars with combustion engines. That is a recipe for 
lower living standards, higher prices and a waning of America’s geopolitical leadership.

Every time government intervenes in unpredictable energy markets, politicians get it wrong. 
Take the Fuel Use Act of 1978. The young Sen. Joe Biden and Rep. Al Gore were among 
those who championed the act, which mandated the use of coal to generate electricity 
because so-called experts were sure the U.S. was running out of oil and natural gas.

Then in 1980 the Carter administration spent billions of dollars on renewable-energy 
subsidies and even a business called Synthetic Fuels Corp. that went bankrupt six years 
later. When Ronald Reagan let the market work by deregulating energy, oil production 
soared and prices tumbled. No one worried about running out of oil anymore.

That is, until Barack Obama came into office. In 2011, when gasoline prices rose, 
Mr. Obama said that “we can’t just drill our way out of the problem.” He worried 
that America was going to run out of places to drill and that energy companies 
would want to drill on the Washington Mall. So instead Mr. Obama spent millions 
on now bankrupt propositions such as the solar-energy company Solyndra.

The politicians weren’t paying attention to the amazing shale revolution driven by such oil 
and natural gas companies as Continental Resources. Horizontal drilling exploded in the late 
2000s in the Bakken Shale in North Dakota, the Marcellus Shale in Pennsylvania, and later in 
the Permian Basin in Texas. America has doubled its oil and gas output in less than 15 years.

Yet Mr. Biden still says wind and solar are the future. Let’s be honest. We’ve spent trillions 
of dollars on wind and solar, and the technology is maxed out. The blades are about as big 
as they can get, and the panels are going to become essentially worthless in years to come 
because of new technologies. We can go on shaping policy over pipe dreams and flawed math, 
or we can choose to put America on a path toward energy independence and dominance.

We can safely harvest American energy while protecting our environment too. In the 
past 20 years, despite large increases in oil and gas production, annual U.S. carbon-
dioxide emissions from such sources have decreased, according to the Energy 
Information Administration. Such technologies as horizontal drilling have also allowed 
a single well on less than an acre to reach oil fields miles away in all directions.

I like to call the shale revolution the “trillion-dollar swing.” It’s money that stayed 
in the U.S., was invested here, and produced a bounty of clean, affordable 
American energy. We’re not going to run out, not for 100 years or more.

Politicians over the past 50 years have had a rotten record 
of predicting the next big thing in energy…

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-has-energy-production-all-wrong-oil-gas-drilling-petroleum-regulation-de818807
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-has-energy-production-all-wrong-oil-gas-drilling-petroleum-regulation-de818807
https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-has-energy-production-all-wrong-oil-gas-drilling-petroleum-regulation-de818807
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Energy stocks are leading the market higher again, but the rally could have much further 
to run (from Otavio Costa via Twitter on August 9)...

https://twitter.com/tavicosta/status/1689328023634665472
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Global oil demand hit a new all-time high this month (from Gurgavin via Twitter on August 
11)...

New study shows shale oil wells are declining faster than originally expected (from 
Bloomberg on August 15)...

The steep drop in output from US shale wells is turning out to be worse 
than expected, forcing oil drillers to work even harder to keep production 
from slipping, research firm Enverus said in its latest report.

The firm’s conclusion that there won’t be a surge of American oil production comes after the 
amount of crude extracted from US shale wells doubled in the past decade. The falling output rate 
over time highlights a fact of life for US shale explorers: oil wells are most prolific in early months 
of production, with gushers quickly turning to trickles. That reality is why oil output boomed 
during the shale revolution of the 2010s as companies chased production growth at all costs.

Now, however, most of the land is already owned or leased, offering few opportunities to drill 
new areas with vast oil reserves. Companies are considering a range of drilling and production 
strategies to maximize what they get out of each well such as drilling wells closer together, which 
makes the shale patch a more dense and difficult place to increase the rate of production.

“Summed up, the industry’s treadmill is speeding up and this will make production 
growth more difficult than it was in the past,” said Dane Gregoris, managing director 
at Enverus Intelligence Research and author of the report published Tuesday.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://twitter.com/gurgavin/status/1689910197995675648
https://twitter.com/gurgavin/status/1689910197995675648
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-15/shale-wells-losing-oil-output-faster-than-expected-study-says
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-15/shale-wells-losing-oil-output-faster-than-expected-study-says
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-08-15/shale-wells-losing-oil-output-faster-than-expected-study-says
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And this decline could be a very big deal for the markets going forward (from Luke 
Gromen via Twitter on August 16)...

Berkshire Hathaway continued to buy shares of Occidental Petroleum (OXY) this month. It 
now owns more than 25% of the company (from Barchart on August 28)...

Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.B) recently reported on a 13-F filing that it had 
raised its stake in Occidental Petroleum Corp. (OXY). It now owns over 25% 
of OXY's shares, including warrants to buy at $59.624 per share.

For example, Buffett's company reported on Aug. 13 that it had bought 13.179 million 
shares. That brought its total to 224.129 million shares, which apparently includes 
83.858848 million warrants allowing Berkshire to buy shares at $59.624 per share.

As a result, since OXY stock trades today at $62.42 per share, its warrants 
are “in-the-money.” That means that it is profitable for Berkshire to exercise 
those warrants and buy OXY stock at a reduced price of $59.624.

Now, since OXY recently reported on Aug. 2 that it had 884.681888 million shares outstanding, 
that puts Berkshire's stake at over 25% (i.e., 224.129mshs/884.6819mshs = 25.33%.

https://twitter.com/LukeGromen/status/1691787887518347579
https://twitter.com/LukeGromen/status/1691787887518347579
https://www.barchart.com/story/news/19756000/buffett-s-berkshire-hathaway-still-loves-occidental-petroleum-with-over-a-25-stake
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1067983/000095012323008074/xslForm13F_X02/25376.xml
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This may mean that effectively Berkshire controls Occidental Petroleum under 
certain securities laws and rules. It may mean that Berkshire is considered a 
beneficial owner that is able to exercise a controlling influence on Occidental.

This is also on top of $8.621 billion of Occidental preferred stock that Berkshire Hathaway 
owns. Those preferred shares pay Buffett's company 8% interest annually. Berkshire has 
begun liquidating those preferred shares by selling them back to Occidental, but it can 
keep them until 2029. This is based on Note 5 to Berkshire's recent quarterly filing.

That is also when the warrants to buy OXY stock must be exercised or they will 
expire one year later after the preferred stock is redeemed. In other words, Berkshire 
still has until 2030 (7 years) to buy OXY stock at this very attractive price.

Continue reading here.

https://www.barchart.com/story/news/19756000/buffett-s-berkshire-hathaway-still-loves-occidental-petroleum-with-over-a-25-stake
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Other Commodities

Data suggest the “commodity supercycle” could be about to resume (from Variant 
Perception via Twitter on August 2)...

https://twitter.com/vrntperception/status/1686913757421940736
https://twitter.com/vrntperception/status/1686913757421940736
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New research highlights how commodities typically perform during recessions (from The 
Wall Street Journal on August 4)...

Investors often look to commodities to protect their portfolio in a recession or downturn.

But which commodities actually preserve wealth during adverse economic 
conditions? And is it better to hold a mutual fund or ETF that tracks 
the commodity or to hold the physical commodity itself?

The short answer: Gold is the only commodity (of the eight categories we tested) that 
had a positive average return during recessions both in terms of the fund tracking the 
commodity and the actual commodity itself. For all other types of commodities tested, 
returns for both types of investment were negative during economic downturns.

To study this, Melvin Reyes and Alberto Vergara, my research assistants, and I 
pulled data on all commodity mutual funds and ETFs going back 25 years (when 
commodity ETFs first appeared). We then organized them by the eight main categories: 
generic commodity fund, gold, silver, agriculture, palladium, platinum, copper and 
oil. Each was constructed based on having at least 10 usable observations.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/commodities-recession-hedge-ab287283
https://www.wsj.com/articles/commodities-recession-hedge-ab287283
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Next, we looked at the average returns to each commodity-fund category in and out of 
recession.  To define recessions we used the National Bureau of Economic Research’s 
definition of recession, which included three such events over the past 25 years: March 
to November 2001; December 2007 to June 2009; and February to April 2020.

We then looked at how these commodity funds performed in comparison 
with the actual physical commodity spot price. We also looked at how each 
grouping performed when not in recession, as a secondary control.

The average monthly return for selected commodities during a recession and out of a recession

The first interesting finding is that only gold had a positive return during recessions (an 
average return of 0.18% a month for gold funds). All other funds tracking commodities 
had negative returns during recessions (see chart), averaging a monthly return 
of -1.33%. Over the past 25 years, when we are not in a recession, all commodity 
funds had positive returns and had an average monthly return of 0.49%.

The next interesting finding is that in general the physical commodity did slightly better 
than the funds tracking the commodity. In all eight categories, the spot price return of the 
commodity did better than the fund tracking the commodity when not in a recession.

During a recession, the results are a little murkier. Only five did better on a spot-price 
basis compared with a fund basis during a recession. For instance, while it is definitely 
good to hold a gold fund during a recession, it is even better to hold the physical gold 
itself. The average gold fund delivered a return of 0.18% a month during recessions, 
but the return based on the spot price of gold was 1.30% during recessions.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.wsj.com/articles/commodities-recession-hedge-ab287283
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Latin America could become a “commodities superpower” in the decades ahead (from 
The Economist on August 10)...

Over five centuries Latin America and its 2bn hectares of land have been a vital 
source of food, fuel and metals for the world. First looted by colonisers for gold, 
silver, cotton and sugar, it later supplied rubber and oil to Europe and the United 
States. Now Latin America faces a chance to become the 21st century’s commodity 
superpower. This time, it must use that chance to boost development at home.

The transition to clean energy will spark decades of demand for the metals needed to 
multiply solar and wind parks, power lines and electric cars. Latin America holds more 
than a fifth of the global reserves for five critical metals. It already dominates the mining 
of copper, pervasive across green technologies, and holds nearly 60% of the world’s 
known resources of lithium, used in all main e-vehicle battery types. It is also rich in silver, 
tin and nickel. And it will benefit even if the green transition sputters, thanks to recent 
discoveries of oil that could see it quench 5-10% of the global demand by 2030.

As the world goes greener it will also become more populous. By 2050 it may have 
nearly 10bn mouths to feed, up from 8bn now. That will fuel demand for the carbs, 
proteins and delicacies that Latin America produces aplenty. It already supplies more 
than 30% of the world’s corn, beef, poultry and sugar, and 60% of the world’s soyabeans. 
Eight out of ten cups of the world’s Arabica coffee are made from the region’s beans. 
By 2032 its net food exports may exceed $100bn, the largest in the world by far.

The region’s draw as a trading partner will be accentuated by superpower rivalries. As the 
West scrambles to diversify away from China, it wants more deals with Latin America, a 
largely neutral and peaceful region. As monied rivals also eye its riches, a new great game 
is under way: just last month Vale, a Brazilian mining company, sold 13% of its green-metal 
arm to Saudi-owned entities for $3bn; China earmarked $1.4bn to develop lithium production 
in Bolivia; and Europe pledged to invest €45bn in Latin American green projects.

The problem is that Latin America’s affair with commodities has rarely been happy. Past 
struggles over the spoils have catalysed coups, inequality and populism. Hugo Chávez, a 
Venezuelan despot, squandered his country’s oil boom, spending lavishly while underinvesting 
in the industry and stuffing it with cronies. Oil windfalls in Colombia and Ecuador led to 
premature deindustrialisation. As export receipts have surged, so have domestic currencies, 
strangling other export industries and tying the region’s fate to a volatile market. Latin 
America has endured countless booms and busts. Local economies are lopsided: on 
average, 80% of its countries’ exports comes from the export of raw materials.

To do better this time round, Latin American countries must get several things right. First 
they need to make sure the boom does indeed take place. At present, politics is holding 
it back. As left-wingers and populists have gained power, many countries in the region 
have passed or threatened laws that would raise taxes, nationalise reserves or shut out 
foreign investment. It is right and proper that governments want to maximise their rents, 
especially given how often they have been robbed in the past. But if they seek to take 
too much, or keep changing their minds, their reserves will not soon be tapped.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/08/10/how-latin-america-could-be-a-commodities-superpower
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/08/10/how-latin-america-could-be-a-commodities-superpower
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/08/10/how-latin-america-could-be-a-commodities-superpower
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Q2 investor letter highlights from one of the top resource investing firms (from Brandon 
Beylo via Twitter on August 17)...

https://twitter.com/marketplunger1/status/1692175350867108244
https://twitter.com/marketplunger1/status/1692175350867108244
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You can also read the full report here.

While only gold has historically shown positive absolute returns during economic 
downturns, a diversified portfolio of stocks, bonds, and commodities has delivered better 
risk-adjusted returns than traditional portfolios across market environments (from David 
Rosenberg via The Financial Post on August 24)...

In the past two years, the GSCI commodity index has generated a net positive 
return of 31.6 per cent, while the S&P 500 has delivered a total that barely 
touches one per cent and the 10-year U.S. Treasury has lost 18.9 per cent.

With that in mind, we decided to see how risk-adjusted returns could be improved 
if investors tweaked their traditional 60/40 stock/bond asset mix benchmark 
(which triggered a combined net loss of minus 16 per cent last year) in favour 
of a model that targeted a 50/25/25 equity/bonds/commodity mix.

https://4043042.fs1.hubspotusercontent-na1.net/hubfs/4043042/Content%20Offers/2023.Q2%20Commentary/2023.Q2%20Goehring%20and%20Rozencwajg%20Market%20Commentary.pdf
https://financialpost.com/investing/commodities-asset-mix-boost-returns
https://financialpost.com/investing/commodities-asset-mix-boost-returns
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We ran iterations on the asset allocation for portfolios across the years and found that 
commodities are a formidable diversification tool, no matter the season in the financial world.

There are a few key economic reasons why commodities offer a good hedge.

First, commodities are a diversified bunch within themselves: energy commodities 
and base metals are driven by supply-demand cycles in the economy and 
hence tend to go up during expansionary cycles. Precious metals such as gold 
behave more like a safe haven, and everyone flocks to them when things aren’t 
going well, thus leading to all-season protection from commodities.

Second, commodities provide a decent inflation hedge as well, with a historic near-20-per-
cent positive statistical relationship. But the real beauty is that commodities have virtually no 
correlation with the direction of equity markets and have historically commanded an inverse 
correlation to the movement in bond prices, hence the critical diversifying characteristics.

In essence, the resource or materials sector acts differently than stocks and 
bonds. The only risk to owning commodities is if the global economy enters 
a deflation phase as it did in 2001-02 and in 2008-09, but this is why you 
also want to hedge with a same-sized exposure to Treasury bonds.

Owing to those reasons, there is no single year going back to 1974 (that’s how far the data history 
goes) when all three asset classes simultaneously ended the year in red. That is very interesting 
and underscores the need to limit concentrated bets and focus on diversification at all times.

There is no such thing as a sure thing, and you never want to put all your eggs in one 
basket. And, critically, what this analysis proves is that true diversification means 
being involved in more than just two asset classes that, as we saw in 2022, can go 
down in tandem and rather sharply. Commodity returns in a tough 2022 investing 
environment were a solid 26 per cent and this gets very little attention.

To understand how portfolios with and without commodities behave during different 
economic phases, we ran iterations on the classic 60/40 equity/bond portfolio and 
50/25/25 equity/bond/commodities portfolio. The results weren’t surprising. Getting 
commodities in the mix means better returns across most economic phases.

Continue reading here.

The case for copper as the top “bullish energy transition trade” (from Barron’s on August 
24)...

Copper could be the metal to pick for investors who want to ride the 
shift away from fossil fuels and into renewable energy.

The metal, sometimes called Dr. Copper because it is so widely used that the price 
offers signals about the economic outlook, faces headwinds. Demand from China, the 
world’s second-largest economy and the top copper consumer, is sputtering.

But the metal is also central to the shift to renewable energy. Electric vehicles, 
wind farms, and solar panels all rely on copper as an essential component.

https://financialpost.com/investing/commodities-asset-mix-boost-returns
https://www.barrons.com/articles/copper-prices-ev-wind-solar-demand-3dcb7414?
https://www.barrons.com/articles/copper-prices-ev-wind-solar-demand-3dcb7414?
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Analysts at Citi say the metal is “THE bullish energy transition trade” within commodities. 
According to the bank, the price can rally regardless of the global economic cycle.

“Copper can still go up even if the cyclical demand sectors, including China property, 
remain weak through 2025,” Citi said in a recent report. “Were global cyclical demand 
to remain weak during 2025, copper’s supply and demand fundamentals disappoint, 
we find it entirely plausible that investor and consumer futures buying, together with 
solid decarbonisation-related demand, sees prices at or above current levels.”

Citi said copper has three characteristics that underpin the bullish outlook over the next 18-24 
months. First, it offers investors exposure to the energy transition because demand will be driven 
by EVs, solar and wind power generation, and related infrastructure over the coming years.

Another factor in copper’s favor is that the metal is “ESG-friendly,” Citi said, 
referring to its environmental, social, and governance credentials. The authors 
noted that the metal helps lower global emissions as copper, nickel, aluminum, 
lithium, and steel are net-negative greenhouse-gas emitters. As such, they are 
the main drivers of global decarbonization and climate-change mitigation.

Also, metals, including copper, underpin the world economy as copper 
contributes to electrification, which in turn drives power consumption and thus 
global growth. This helps to alleviate poverty, according to the report.

Finally, Citi said copper is the most liquid commodity with a bullish exposure 
to the energy transition. The metal is traded on three exchanges: the London 
Metal Exchange, Comex, and the Shanghai Futures Exchange.

Continue reading here (subscription may be required).

https://www.barrons.com/articles/copper-prices-ev-wind-solar-demand-3dcb7414
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Real assets look poised to dramatically outperform financial assets again (from Markets & 
Mayhem via Twitter on August 26)...

https://twitter.com/Mayhem4Markets/status/1695400422687613402
https://twitter.com/Mayhem4Markets/status/1695400422687613402
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Copper appears to be on the verge of a big long-term breakout (from Brent Donnelly via 
Twitter on August 28)...

https://twitter.com/donnelly_brent/status/1696254490091966771
https://twitter.com/donnelly_brent/status/1696254490091966771
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Bitcoin and Crypto

History suggests Bitcoin is likely to trade well into six figures before this cycle peaks (from 
ChartsBTC via Twitter on July 28)...

https://twitter.com/chartsbtc/status/1684982269822513152
https://twitter.com/chartsbtc/status/1684982269822513152
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Big 4 accounting firm KPMG says Bitcoin meets the definition of an “ESG asset” (from 
Sam Callahan via Twitter on August 2)...

You can also read the full report here.

https://twitter.com/samcallah/status/1686726518225993729
https://twitter.com/samcallah/status/1686726518225993729
https://advisory.kpmg.us/content/dam/advisory/en/pdfs/2023/bitcoins-role-esg-imperative.pdf
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The current Bitcoin bear market has already been worse than those of 2015 or 2018 (from 
Will Clemente via Twitter on August 3)...

https://twitter.com/wclementeiii/status/1687118241083408385
https://twitter.com/wclementeiii/status/1687118241083408385
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August and September have historically been negative for Bitcoin (from Timothy Peterson 
via Twitter on August 7)...

https://twitter.com/nsquaredcrypto/status/1688612318148460545
https://twitter.com/nsquaredcrypto/status/1688612318148460545
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Ethereum’s “lowest price forward” is painting a bullish picture today (from Timothy 
Peterson via Twitter on August 9)...

https://twitter.com/nsquaredcrypto/status/1689303459198017536
https://twitter.com/nsquaredcrypto/status/1689303459198017536
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Most Westerners don’t fully appreciate the value of Bitcoin today… but they likely will in 
the years ahead (from Sam Callahan via Twitter on August 12)...

https://twitter.com/samcallah/status/1690381022163083264
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Bitcoin is even scarcer than you probably realize (from Bitcoin_apex via Twitter on August 
13)...

https://twitter.com/bitcoin__apex/status/1690778240632094720
https://twitter.com/bitcoin__apex/status/1690778240632094720
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This is what drives Bitcoin’s “parabolic” rallies (from Joe Burnett via Twitter on August 
14)...

https://twitter.com/iiicapital/status/1691146678294687758
https://twitter.com/iiicapital/status/1691146678294687758
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“On-chain” data show 75% of all Bitcoin in circulation is held by long-term holders (LTH). 
The last time this was the case was in late 2015, when Bitcoin went on to soar nearly 
8,000% over the next two years (from Root via Twitter on August 14)...

https://twitter.com/therationalroot/status/1691181844102823938

